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Abstract
The purpose of this study is identifying effective factors which make customers shop 

online in Iran and investigating the importance of discovered factors in online customers’ 

decision.

In the identifying phase, to discover the factors affecting online shopping behavior of 

customers in Iran, the derived reference model summarizing antecedents of online shopping 

proposed by Change et al. was used as basis. As the antecedents collected in Change et al. 

model are taken from different studies performed in different contexts, it was mandatory to 

extract the effective factors in Iran context.  Solicitation of the factors is done through expert 

judgment methodology. The result is the set of localized antecedents of customers’ online 

shopping behavior in Iran. 

In the second phase, the importance of identified factors was investigated via 

analytical hierarchy process (AHP). The hierarchic structure needed in AHP was achieved 

based on categories of Change et al. model and the elicited factors in identifying phase. To 

examine the importance of identified factor thoroughly from different perspective, online 

customers, virtual store managers and academic experts were contributed in this 

investigation. An online survey based on pair-wise comparison of AHP was designed. 220

online customers, 9 virtual store managers and 10 academic experts judged the relative 

importance of each criteria in online shopping hierarchy. 

To obtain aggregated prioritization, representative of three corresponding groups 

preferences and not losing the preferences of each of decision makers, two level of 

aggregation utilized based on techniques of group analytical hierarchy process. The first step 

of aggregation was performed inside each group of decision makers by applying aggregating 

individual judgments (AIJ). In the second step, overall preferences achieved through 

aggregating the relative and absolute importance (local and global rating) of counterpart 

nodes in three online shopping hierarchies.  The results of aggregation enabled us to discuss 

the importance of online shopping antecedents according to the three groups of decision 

makers. Furthermore, it facilitates comparing the preferences of three groups. At the end the 

overall prioritization of localized antecedents of online shopping is proposed that can 

improves our understanding of Iranian online customer behavior.
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Chapter 1

Introduction 

1 Introduction
1.1 Preface

This chapter presents online shopping status worldwide and in Iran. Also the 

importance of online shopping research is discussed. Thereafter, the problem definition and 

research question is outlined. The research designed to tackle the research question is

explained. At the end, the general structure of study is clarified.

1.1.1 Online shopping status

Online shopping is becoming increasingly popular. Online retail sales are estimated to

grow from $172 billion in 2005 to $329 billion in 2010. There are 32 countries worldwide 

with the Internet penetration rate higher than 50%. As of April 2006, 73% of American adults 

are Internet users. Moreover, Internet users ability to shop online has significantly improved 

from 16% to 32% since March 2001(Zhou et al., 2007). 

The Economist Intelligence Unit overviewed the e-readiness of the world’s largest 

economies including Iran in 2008. It measures the quality of a country’s information and 



communications technology (ICT) infrastructure and the ability of its consumers, businesses 

and governments to use ICT to their benefit. Economist Intelligence Unit measures e-

readiness based on six criteria of connectivity and technology infrastructure, business 

environment, social and cultural environment, legal environment, government policy and 

vision and consumer and business adoption (Economist Intelligence Unit, 2008). 

The results this study in Iran show improvement in four criteria of connectivity and 

technology infrastructure, business environment, social and cultural environment and legal 

environment. Government policy and vision criterion didn’t change in comparison with 2007. 

However, consumer and business adoption criterion decreased.

The Department of Economic and Social Affairs of United Nations surveys the e-

government readiness of its 219 member states to measure the e-government index. The e-

government readiness index is a composite index comprising the web measure index, the 

telecommunication infrastructure index and the human capital index. The result of 2008

report shows that Iran index of e-government readiness has been slightly improved in 

comparison to 2005. In spite of this improvement Iran’ ranking declined 10 levels from 98 to 

108 comparing to 2005 as a result of slow improvement considering worldwide development.  

The telecommunication infrastructure index and the human capital index indicate 

increase   in recent three years. However, the web index development decreased. According 

to this survey, internet penetration rate of Iran is 25.54 % in 2008 while it was 10.7% in 2005

and number of personal computer is 10.53% while it was 9.1% in 2005 (UN Division for 

Public Administration and Development Management 2008, UN  Division for Public 

Administration and Development Management, 2005). 

1.1.2 Importance of online shopping research

The rapid growth of e-commerce has great impacts on way of performing business. 

The characteristics of the global electronic market create a unique opportunity for companies

to efficiently reach existing and potential customers. Many physical obstacles hinder

companies in their efforts to reach global markets. With assistance from the latest

development in communication and information technology, online marketers are able to

reach a large number of consumers scattered around in various geographic locations,

particularly in hard-to-reach areas(Khalifa and Limayem, 2003). 



E-Commerce has two distinct forms: Business-to-business and business-to consumer.

Much of the growth in revenues from transactions over the Internet has been achieved from 

business-to-business exchanges. Unfortunately, this is not the case for business-to consumer 

E-Commerce. With the exception of software, hardware, travel services, and few other niche 

areas. Moreover, many companies already practicing E-Commerce are having a difficult time 

generating satisfactory profits (Limayem, Khalifa et al. 2000). 

Despite the explosive growth of electronic commerce and the rapidly increasing 

number of consumers who use interactive media (such as the World Wide Web) for pre

purchase information search and online shopping, very little is known about how consumers 

make purchase decisions in such settings (Haubl and Trifts 2000).

As the competition in e-commerce is intensified, it becomes more important for 

online retailers to understand what makes consumers to shop online (Zhou, Dai et al. 2007).

We should bear in mind that the Internet as a shopping channel is competing with the long

established in-store channel and that the former has not yet reached the ‘‘mainstream’’ status 

that many had predicted (Soopramanien and Robertson 2007). 

If marketers know how online consumers make their decisions, they can adjust their

marketing plan to be successful in attracting and retaining customers. Furthermore, web site 

designers, who are faced with the difficult question of how to design pages to make them 

effective in increasing sales, can benefit from such an understanding(Khalifa and Limayem 

2003).

1.1.3 Problem definition and Research question

Online selling is very different from offline selling and requires a profound 

understanding of consumer behavior. Understanding of customer online shopping behavior 

cannot be achieved without comprehension of the antecedents of the customers purchase 

decision. The aim of this thesis is to investigate the antecedents of online shopping behavior 

in Iran context and rank these factors according to their importance on customer s decision. 

As a result the proposed research question would be: 

What are the factors affecting customers online shopping behavior regarding their 

importance on customers decision in Iran?



1.1.4 Research design

The research design constitutes the blueprint for the collection, measurement, and 

analysis of data (Cooper and Schindler

the information needed to structure and/or solve the research problem. Research

of two broad types: exploratory and conclusive

may be further categorized as either cross

2006). 

Figure 

Source (Malhotra and Peterson, 2006)

Exploratory research is a type of research design that has as its primary objective the 

provision of insights into and comprehension of the pr

Conclusive research is research designed to assist the decision maker in determining, evaluating, and 

selecting the best course of action for a given situation. Conclusive research can be used to verify the 

insights gained from exploratory research 

Exploratory research is a valuable kind of research when there is not much knowledge about 

the situation. It is a particularly useful approach if the researcher wishes to clarify his/her 

understanding of the problem. There are three principal ways of condu

A search of the literature; (2) talking to experts in the subject

(Malhotra and Peterson, 2006). 
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research uses a variety of data collection method e.g. survey, panel, observation etc.

Cooper, 2008). 

The aim of this study is to identify and prioritize the factors 

shopping behavior in Iran. Since, for the identifying part there is not much knowledge available about 

the antecedents of online shopping behavior of customers in Iran. The exploratory approach is the 

appropriate tool to discover the attributes of online shopping. Accordingly literature review and 

talking to expert would be proper instruments. Prioritization stage intends to find how the identified 

factors vary regarding their importance. As a result the descriptive research is t

ranking part. The data needed for accessing the importance of identified factors could be gathered 

through conducting a survey (see figure 

As depicted in flow chart of the research (see figure 

phases: 1- identifying, 2- prioritizing. Here we bring a description of each phase:

1.1.4.1 Identifying phase

The purpose of this phase is to solicit the factor

Iranian customers. Initially, the literature must be reviewed to collect the antecedents of online 

shopping behavior from related studies. The gathered factors should be revised to omit the repetitive 

and refine the overlapped factors. Next, the relevance of elicited factors should be checked to 

recognize the factors that are effective in Iran context. To achieve this goal, expert of online shopping 

1. Design a  
questionnaire

2. Select the 
appropriate 
respondents

Identifying the factors affecting online shopping behavior

1. Review related literature of 
online shopping behavior

of data collection method e.g. survey, panel, observation etc.
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shopping behavior in Iran. Since, for the identifying part there is not much knowledge available about 

the antecedents of online shopping behavior of customers in Iran. The exploratory approach is the 

r the attributes of online shopping. Accordingly literature review and 

talking to expert would be proper instruments. Prioritization stage intends to find how the identified 

factors vary regarding their importance. As a result the descriptive research is t

The data needed for accessing the importance of identified factors could be gathered 

see figure 1.2). 

Figure 1-2 Flow chart of the research
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environment could be used to judge about the relevance of collected online shopping antecedents. 

Expert judgment is a method of soliciting information from experts. In present study experts will ask 

to distinguish the relevant online shopping factors in iran online shopping context. ‘Expert judgment’ 

is defined by Boehm as the consultation of one or more experts (Hughes, 1996). 

According to Meyer et al., expert judgment could be performed to meet the need of 

interpreting existing data. This method is frequently mandatory to organize qualitative information or 

mixtures of qualitative and quantitative data into a framework for making decisions(Meyer and 

Booker, 2001). 

1.1.4.2 Prioritizing phase

The purpose of this phase is to investigate the importance of identified factor and propose 

prioritization of antecedents of online shopping behavior of customers. One of the main applications 

of analytical hierarchy process is ranking (Vaidya and Kumar, 2006)that makes it appropriate method 

for the aim of this phase. The analytic hierarchy process is a multi-criteria decision-making method 

allowing decision makers to model a complex problem in a hierarchical structure which consists of 

the goal, objectives (criteria), sub objectives, and alternatives. Based on pair-wise comparison 

judgments, AHP integrates both criteria importance and alternative preference measures into a single 

overall score for ranking decision alternatives(Bhushan and Rai, 2004). 

A questionnaire must be designed base on pair-wise comparisons of AHP method. The next 

step involves selecting the decision-makers who can decide on online shopping antecedents’ 

importance. The data will be collected accordingly and then will be analyzed by applying AHP. 

Finally the prioritization would be suggested.  

1.1.5 Structure of the Report

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Next chapter briefly reviews the literature on 

online shopping and the theoretical foundations of our research. Chapter three then reviews the steps 

of the identifying phase of the research. Chapter four outlines the stages carried out for prioritization 

stage. This study is concluded in chapter five by conclusion, contributions, managerial implications, 

limitation and future research directions.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

2 Literature Review

2.1 Introduction

This chapter reviews the previous online shopping researches, and focuses on factors 

affecting customers’ online shopping behavior. In this chapter the dependent variables in 

previous online shopping studies as well as various theoretical frameworks applied to 

investigate costumers’ online shopping behavior were summarized. Finally, the research 

model used as the foundation of this study is explained.

2.2 Dependent variables in online shopping studies

Two different points of view of behavioral intention and actual behavior have been 

explored in online shopping behavior studies. In some studies the dependent variable was 

online shopping intention and in some studies, the actual online shopping behavior was 

considered as dependent variable; and in few studies both online shopping intention and 



actual online shopping behavior have been examined. Furthermore, attitude toward online 

shopping has been explored in several studies as dependent variable (Xinyu Cao and Patricia 

L. Mokhtarian, 2005)

2.2.1 Online shopping intention

Intention to shop online refers to the likelihood that a consumer actually buys online 

(Chen et al., 2002). From the perspective of customer behavior, it is customer intention to 

exchange information online, share confidential information and engage online transaction 

(Pavlou and Chai, 2002). Behavioral intention does not perfectly correlate with the actual 

behavior. An individual may engage in a less intended choice due to the presence of 

constraints (behavioral control factors). In addition, of course, stated intentions often differ 

from true intentions due to social desirability bias (the tendency to provide the response that 

is socially expected) or consistency bias (the need to appear consistent to the analyst, which 

can result in stated intentions that are consonant with previously-expressed attitudes, when in 

reality one’s actual behavior will be dissonant from those attitudes). Generally, however, 

behavioral intention tends to have a positive association with the actual choice of that 

behavior. That is, the stronger an individual’s behavioral intention, the more likely she is to 

perform the behavior (Xinyu Cao and Patricia L. Mokhtarian, 2005). 

2.2.2 Actual shopping behavior

In previous studies, online shopping behavior was defined in different ways. Most 

studies considered only purchase behavior. On the other hand, some studies treated both 

purchases and information gathering as online shopping behavior (e.g., Chen et al., 2002).  

The measures of actual e-shopping behavior mainly include three dimensions: the adoption of 

e-shopping, the amount spent online, and the frequency of using e-shopping.

Actual behavior was also measured differently. In (Chen et al., 2002),  online 

shopping behavior included both product purchasing and product information seeking, while 

in (Limayem et al., 2000), only online purchasing behavior was considered (Xinyu Cao and 

Patricia L. Mokhtarian, 2005). 

 



2.2.3 Attitude toward online shopping

Attitude toward online shopping has been explored in several studies as dependent 

variable (Xinyu Cao and Patricia L. Mokhtarian, 2005). Attitude toward a particular act 

represents a person’s overall positive and negative beliefs and evaluation of the behavior. In 

turn, attitude is derived from salient behavioral beliefs of particular outcomes and evaluation 

of those outcomes. 

Table 2.1 shows the determinant of independent variable of online shopping behavior 

including: Online shopping intention, Actual shopping behavior, and Attitude toward online 

shopping:

Table 2-1 Determinants of independent variable of online shopping

Determinants of online 

shopping Intention

Determinants of actual 

shopping behavior

Determinants of attitude 

toward online shopping

Attitude Innovativeness Trust

Perceived usefulness Experience Experience

Innovativeness Intention Perceived usefulness

Perceived behavioral 

control Internet usage Ease of use

Risk Perceived Risk Perceived Risk

Social norm Enjoyment Habit

Perceived Consequences Perceived behavioral control Innovativeness

Ease of Use Demographic variables -

Habit - -
Source: (Limayem et al., 2000)

2.3 Theoretical Frameworks

Many previous studies applied theoretical frameworks to investigate costumers’ online 

shopping, including the theory of reasoned action, the theory of planned behavior, the 

technology acceptance model, transaction cost theory, innovation diffusion theory, and so on. 

The remainder of this section will discuss the theory of reasoned action, Theory of planned 

behavior (TPB), Technology acceptance model (TAM) and Online Shopping Acceptance 

Model (OSAM) in detail and also their applications to e-shopping research.



2.3.1 The theory of reasoned action (TRA)

The theory of reasoned action was proposed by Ajzen and Fishbein in 1975. This 

theory describes the psychological process behind conscious human behavior, and aims to 

explore the determinants of that behavior (Ajzen and Fishbein, 1980). Under TRA one’s 

action or decision to perform an action differently from others is influenced by one’s 

‘‘distinct’’ belief towards that action as well as the environment within which the action is to 

take place(Soopramanien and Robertson, 2007). According to the TRA, an individual’s 

behavioral intention impacts the performance of the behavior. Attitudes toward a behavior 

and subjective norms are two antecedent factors that determine behavioral intention (Ajzen, 

1991). Attitude  refers to one’s evaluation about the consequences of performing a behavior 

,subjective norm refers to one’s perception of social pressure to perform or not to perform the 

behavior under the consideration (Athiyaman and Campbelltown, 2002) and behavioral 

intention measures “how hard people are willing to try, [and] how much of an effort they are 

planning to exert, in order to perform the behavior” (Ajzen, 1991). As an example, a 

consumer might have a very factorable attitude toward having a drink before dinner at a 

restaurant. However, the intension to actually order the drink may be influenced by the 

consumer’s beliefs about the appropriateness(i.e. the perceived norm) of ordering a drink in 

the current situation (with friends for a fun meal or on a job interview) and her/his motivation 

to comply with those normative beliefs(Hansen et al., 2004). TRA theory is depicted in figure 

2.1.

Figure 2-1 Theory of reasoned action

Source: (Davis et al., 1989)

(Vijayasarathy, 2002) identified four types of beliefs that collectively determine an 

individual’s attitude toward online shopping: product perception, shopping experience, 

customer service, and consumer risk. (Verhoef and Langerak, 2001) hypothesized that an 

individual’s e-shopping intention is determined by her perceptions of its relative  advantage, 



compatibility, and complexity. In these two studies, subjective norm was not considered as a 

determinant of behavioral intention, in keeping with its less well-understood status. (Hansen, 

2006) have found, that heterogeneous belief of different groups of consumers about online 

shopping is a good predictor of differential intention to buy grocery online. 

2.3.2 Theory of planned behavior (TPB)

The TPB theory proposed by Ajzen (1985) and extends the TRA to account for 

conditions where individuals do not have complete control over their behavior. It argues that 

perceived behavioral control (the individual’s perception of his/her ability to perform the 

behavior) influences both intentions and behavior ( Limayem et al., 2000). 

The TPB theory incorporates construct of perceived behavioral control in addition to 

the constructs of attitude and subjective norm in TRA theory. Attitude toward a particular act 

represents a person’s overall positive and negative beliefs and evaluation of the behavior. In 

turn, attitude is derived from salient behavioral beliefs of particular outcomes and evaluation 

of those outcomes. Subjective norm is an individual’s perception of general social pressures 

from important others to perform or not to perform given behavior. It, in turn, is determined 

by an individual’s normative beliefs and his/her motivation to comply with his/her referents. 

New construct of perceived behavioral control represents an individual’s perception of 

whether the performance of the behavior is under his/her control or not (Conner and 

Abraham, 2001). TRA theory is depicted in figure 2.2.

Figure 2-2 Theory of planned behavior

Source: (Pavlou, 2003)



The TPB theory addresses the inability of TRA to account for conditions where 

individuals do not have total volitional control cover their behavior. Perceived behavioral 

control refers the one’s perception of the availability of skills, resources and opportunities 

that may either be inhabiting or facilitating behavior. It addresses both internal control like 

person’s skills or self efficacy and external constraints like opportunities and facilities need to 

perform behavior (Limayem et al., 2000). 

For example, an individual with a high intention to engage in e-shopping may not do 

so due to the lack of availability of the network or her inferior internet skills. These factors 

can represent actual behavioral control; however, psychologists are more interested in the 

perception of behavioral control and its influence on behavioral intention and actual 

behavior. Perceived behavioral control refers to an individual’s perception of how difficult it 

is for her to perform a behavior (Ajzen, 1991). 

 Empirically, Hansen et al. (2004) applied both TRA and TPB. They found that TPB 

with an additional path from subjective norm to attitude explains a higher proportion of 

variation in online grocery purchasing intention than does TRA. Choi and Geistfeld (2004) 

used perceived risk and perceived self-efficacy to measure the individual’s attitude and 

perceived behavioral control, respectively. Limayem et al. (2000) augmented the TPB with 

two additional constructs: perceived consequences and perceived innovativeness. These two 

constructs were assumed to influence both attitude and behavioral intention. In their models, 

subjective norms were evaluated by an individual’s perception of the opinions of her family, 

friends, and media; and behavioral control consisted of site accessibility, product description, 

transaction efficiency, navigation ability, speed, and efficiency. Shim et al. (2001) adapted 

the TPB by incorporating the influence of past behavior and ignoring the impacts of 

subjective norms. Further, they assumed that perceived behavioral control indirectly affects 

intention to shop online, through the intention to use the internet for information search.

2.3.3 Technology acceptance model (TAM)

The Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) is another adaptation of TRA proposed by 

Davis (1989). While TRA is a general theory to explain general human behavior, TAM 

model is an influential research model in the information systems field. This model is 

specifically tailored to understand the adoption of computer-based technologies on the job or 



in the workplace, it has proven to be suitable as a theoretical foundation for the adoption of e-

commerce as well (Chen et al., 2002; Moon and Kim, 2001; Lederer et al., 2000).

In TAM, behavioral intention to use a new technology is determined by the 

individual’s attitude toward using this technology. To this, TAM originally identifies two, 

conceptually independent, determinants of a person’s attitude toward using a new technology. 

The first determinant is perceived usefulness (PU), and refers to the degree to which a person 

believes using the new technology will improve his/her performance or productivity. TAM 

also identifies a second determinant, perceived ease of use (PEOU), referring to the extent to 

which a person believes that using the new technology will be free of effort. While 

“usefulness” refers to consumers’ perceptions regarding the outcome of the experience, “ease 

of use” refers to their perceptions regarding the process leading to the final outcome (Perea y 

Monsuwé et al., 2004). Davis chose not to keep the variable subjective norms, because he 

estimated that it had negligible effect on behavioral intention to use (Vakatesh and Davis, 

1996). PU and PEOU directly impact attitude toward using. Additionally, PU has a direct 

effect on intention to use, in that one can be motivated to use information technology to 

benefit one’s job performance, independently of one’s personal attitudes toward it(Davis et 

al., 1989). The TAM model is depicted in figure 2.3.

Figure 2-3 Technology acceptance model

Source: (Davis et al., 1989)

Subsequent researches extended TAM. (Davis et al., 1992) Add the “enjoyment” 

construct to TAM mode, enjoyment refers to  the extent to which the activity of using the 

new technology is perceived to provide reinforcement in its own right, apart from any 

performance consequences that may be anticipated.



(Perea y Monsuwé et al., 2004) claim that, although TAM has proven to be a viable 

model for examining consumer acceptance of new technologies and systems, it is necessary, 

however, for the purpose of defining more specific drivers of consumer acceptance of new

Internet technology, to extend this model by incorporating additional factors. The major 

reason for this is that these exogenous variables improve the viability and predictive nature of 

TAM, and enable its application in the environment of online shopping. Venkatesh (2000) 

suggested integrating additional factors like “control” (computer self-efficacy), “intrinsic 

motivation” (computer playfulness), and “emotion” (computer anxiety) into the existing 

technology acceptance model. These factors are proposed to act as significant determinants 

for “ease of use”, one of the basic constructs of TAM. (Dabholkar and Bagozzi, 2002) add 

the influences of two other exogenous factors, e.g. “consumer traits” and “situational 

influences” to the TAM framework, resulting in an attitudinal model of technology-based 

self-service. Also, O’Cass and Fenech (2002) have extended TAM by adding seven key 

consumer characteristics: “opinion leadership”, “buying impulsiveness”, “satisfaction with 

Web sites”, “Web shopping compatibility”, “shopping orientation”, “Internet self-efficacy”, 

and “Web security”. For the purpose of this paper, besides “ease of use”, “usefulness”, and 

“enjoyment”, we integrate five exogenous factors into our framework for understanding 

consumers’ intentions to use the Internet as a shopping medium: “consumer traits”, 

“situational factors”, “product characteristics”, “previous online shopping experiences”, and 

the “trust in online shopping”

2.3.4 Online Shopping Acceptance Model (OSAM) 

OSAM is an extension of TAM model proposed by Zhou, Dai et al. (2007). This 

model is a holistic view of online shopping acceptance from the perspective of consumers. 

Although TAM has been widely used to study online shopping environments, it does not 

capture the characteristics that are specific to online shopping. For example, the ultimate goal 

of an online shopping environment is to entice consumers to shop online, not to just be a 

generic information system. Thus, OSAM model incorporated consumer factors from 

traditional retailing and marketing theories to develop the OSAM model. In addition, those 

factors inherited from TAM re-examined in the context of online shopping. Zhou, Dai et al. 

(2007) developed OSAM to predict and to explain consumer acceptance of online shopping 

by extending the belief-attitude-intention-behavior relationship in TAM from the following 

perspectives: 
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• Perceived usefulness was replaced by perceived outcome to cover both potential 

benefits and risks of online shopping. 

• Three new factors were added as antecedents of online shopping intention. Two 

antecedent of shopping orientation and shopping motivation were identified from traditional

retailing and marketing literature, and the third one, online experience, is derived from the 

results of empirical studies conducted by Huang (2003),  Lynch et al. (2001), and Xia (2002).  

• Satisfaction was a new mediating factor between behavior and shopping intention to 

account for repeated online shopping. 

• Consumer demographics, Internet and online shopping experience, and normative 

belief and their direct or indirect effects on online shopping intention are incorporated. 

The online shopping acceptance model is depicted in figure 2.6. Zhou, Dai et al. 

(2007) denoted that “dotted lines denote causality relationships that have received mixed 

findings in existing studies”.

The antecedents of online shopping acceptance in OSAM is defined by (Zhou et al., 

2007) as follows:

Perceived outcome:  In OSAM, perceived outcome refers to the perception of 

possible outcomes (positive or negative) of certain behavior (Limayem et al., 2000). It can 

also be considered as a cognitive behavioral belief similar to “the subjective probability that 

the behavior will produce a given outcome (Ajzen, 1991). On the one hand, online shopping 

brings benefits to consumers in terms of convenience, searchability, and rich product 

information. On the other hand, perceived risk of shopping online has been found to be an 

important antecedent of online shopping intention (Bhatnagar et al., 2000a). Demographic 

characteristics of consumers, such as culture (Park and Kim, 2003), gender (Garbarino and 

Strabilevitz 2004; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007 ), age (Bhatnagar et al., 2000a), as well as 

Internet experience (Bhatnagar and Ghose 2004; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007) and product 

types (Bhatnagar and Ghose 2004b; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007) , have all been shown to 

have impact on perceived risk. Based on TPB, an individual chooses online shopping 

indirectly based on the probability that it will produce a given outcome. 
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Figure 2-4 Online shopping acceptance model (OSAM)

Source: (Zhou et al., 2007)

Shopping orientation: Shopping orientation, a new construct in OSAM, has 

significant impact on online shopping intention (Donthu and Garcia 1999; Korgaonkar and 

Wolin 1999; Li et al. 1999; Swaminathan et al. 1999; cited by  Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). 

Shopping orientation, a specific dimension of consumer lifestyle, is influenced by consumers’ 

normative beliefs or recommendations from others(Limayem et al., 2000). In addition, 

consumer gender has an impact on shopping orientation (Rodgers and Harris 2003; 

Swaminathan et al. 1999; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). However, the interaction between 

shopping orientation and other factors still remains unclear and needs further investigation. 

Online experience: Online experience is unique in that it is formed during the 

navigation of online shopping sites rather than before or after shopping. Navigation of an 

online shopping site is only the first step toward shopping online and it does not guarantee an 

online transaction because consumers may abandon an intended purchase. It was reported 

that the number of aborted online transactions amounts to nearly four times as many as the 

number of complete transactions (Cho, 2004). The online shopping experience along with 

product type can influence consumer’s emotion online (Huang 2003; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 

2007). Online experience e.g., affection (Huang 2003; Lynch et al. 2001; Xia 2002; cited by 

Zhou, Dai et al. 2007) and flow (Novak et al., 2000), play an important role in the online 

navigation process and help determine whether a transaction will be finally carried out or not. 



Shopping motivation: In TAM, the pre-assumed usefulness of an information system 

is to “enhance job performance” (Davis 1986 ; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007), which 

emphasizes the pure utilitarian motivation for using a system. However, shopping, which has 

both utilitarian and hedonic motivations (Babin et al. 1994; Childers et al. 2001; Hirschman 

and Holbrook 1982; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007), is different. Shopping motivation has 

both a direct and an indirect effect on online shopping intention through online experience,

and affect in particular (Wolfinbarger and Gilly, 2001). Internet experience influences 

consumers’ motivations for online shopping (Novak et al. , 2000). 

Satisfaction: Satisfaction is users’ general feelings about past online shopping 

experience (Bhattacherjee 2001; Delone and Mclean 1992; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). It 

is a stronger predictor of continuance (i.e., continue to use) intention than perceived 

usefulness because the effect of the latter decreases over time (Bhattacherjee 2001; Devaraj et 

al. 2003; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). Since retaining consumers is becoming increasingly 

important as more and more consumers go online, consumers’ continuance intention is at 

least as important as, if not more than, their intention to choose online shopping. Satisfaction 

is predicted primarily according to consumer confirmation of expectations based on their 

experiences and secondarily by the perceived usefulness from the initial use of an 

information system ( Chang et al., 2005). Confirmation is a cognitive belief derived from prior 

experience (Bhattacherjee 2001; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). It is of great importance to 

online retailers to gain better understanding of factors impacting online consumer satisfaction 

(McKinney et al. 2002; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). Satisfaction is incorporated into 

OSAM as an extension to address the long-term continuance of online shopping. Satisfaction 

is an attitude construct that affects consumers’ behavioral intention (Devaraj et al. 2002; cited 

by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). Compared with pre-acceptance attitude construct, satisfaction 

reflects users’ post-acceptance attitude established during various stages of online shopping. 

Consumer demographics: Consumer demographics e.g., (Alreck and Settle 2002; 

Donthu and Garcia 1999; Korgaonkar and Wolin 1999; Levy 1999; Li et al. 1999; Slyke et al. 

2002; Stafford et al. 2004; Susskind 2004; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007) can affect online 

shopping intention both directly and indirectly through the aforementioned factors (i.e., 

perceived outcomes, shopping orientation, and shopping motivation). However, findings on 

the direct effects age, education, and Internet experience on consumers’ intention to shop 

online are mixed (denoted by dotted lines Figure 2-4) (Joines et al. 2003; Rohm and 
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Swaminathan 2004; Stafford et al. 2004; cited by Zhou, Dai et al. 2007). Since the population 

of online consumers and the pervasiveness of e-commerce have increased dramatically in the 

21st century, the effects of demographic factors may require reexamination. 

2.4 Research Model

Chang et al. (2005) has reviewed the empirical literature on the antecedents of online 

shopping. In this study 83 factors were extracted from extensive literature search. They 

synthesized the findings from literature search and derived two reference models for online 

shopping adoption. One of the proposed models determines the relationships amongst 

antecedents of the determinants of online shopping. The other model summarizes the 

antecedents of online shopping (depicted in Fig. 2.5). These antecedents were classified 

according to their similarity into three categories of: perceived characteristics of the web as a 

sales channel, online consumer characteristics, and Website and product characteristics. Next 

part briefly explains the classification.

2.4.1 Perceived characteristics of the web as a sales channel

As a sales channel, the internet deals with both online features (e.g.  Information 

quality, service quality) and offline features (e.g. delivery service, product quality) of an 

online store influence consumers’ online shopping behavior(Ahn et al., 2004). Further, e-

stores, traditional stores, and other shopping channels compete with each other to survive. 

Consumers’ adoptions of e-shopping are highly dependent on its superiority to other 

shopping channels and its perceived weaknesses (Xinyu Cao and Patricia L. Mokhtarian, 

2005). 

2.4.2 Online consumer characteristics

Consumers’ purchasing behavior is expected to be influenced by their own personal 

characteristics. Consumers with different characteristics may react to online shopping in 

different ways; for example, those unfamiliar with computers and the internet will not think 

online shopping is an active alternative (Xinyu Cao and Patricia L. Mokhtarian, 2005). Zhou 

(2007) extensively researched on the antecedent of consumer acceptance of online shopping 

with the aim of providing a holistic view of online shopping acceptance from the perspective 

of consumer(Zhou et al., 2007). 



2.4.3 Website and product characteristics

The determinants of user acceptance of online shopping differ according to product or 

service type. Therefore When designing a marketing plan, online retailers must consider the 

type of products that are suitable for online marketing(Lian and Lin, 2008).  Accordingly, to 

better understand consumers’ online shopping behavior, we must differentiate various types 

of products. Nelson (1970),  Peterson (1997) and Vijayasarathy (2002)  provided useful 

guides for product type classification(Nelson, 1970),(Vijayasarathy, 2002),(Peterson et al., 

1997). 

It is important to understand consumer perception of an effective B2C website. The 

key characteristics of a B2C website could be categorized to website content and design 

(Huizingh, 2000). Content refers to the information, features or services offered in the 

website, while design is the way by which the contents are presented to consumers 

(Ranganathan and Ganapathy, 2002). 

We chose to base our research model on the derived reference model (shown in figure 

2-5) summarizing the antecedent for adoption online shopping, because this model has a 

holistic view about online shopping antecedents and took the all dimensions of Internet, 

customer, website and product characteristics into consideration. Furthermore, the model 

performed a deep extensive literature review and extracted satisfactory number of 

antecedents.
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Figure 2-5 Reference model summarizing the antecedent of online shopping behavior

Source: (Chang et al., 2005)
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Chapter 3
Identification 

3 Identification 
3.1 Introduction

The antecedents of online shopping was extracted based on the reference model 

summarizing the antecedent of online shopping proposed by Change and described in 

literature review chapter. As mentioned in chapter one, to recognize the relevance of these 

antecedents, expert judgment methodology is applied. This chapter goes through the stages of 

this method. Finally the relevant factors in Iran context are presented.

3.2 Expert judgment method

For the purpose of identifying antecedents that are most influential in the online 

shopping behavior of Iranian customers, expert judgment method was conducted. In other 

words we wanted to solicit information from experts to distinguish the relevant online 

shopping factors in Iran. ‘Expert judgment’ is defined by Boehm as the consultation of one or 

more experts (Hughes, 1996). 



According to Meyer et al., expert judgment could be performed to meet the need of 

interpreting existing data. This 

information or mixtures of qualitative and quantitative data into a framework for making 

decisions(Meyer and Booker, 

3.3 Elicitation Process

Elicitation is the process of gathering the expert judgment through specially desig

methods of verbal or written communication. The general sequence of steps in the elicitation 

process is depicted in Figure 3.1

Figure 

3.3.1 Selecting and refining the questions

In order to have clear and profound understanding of every 

literature review was performed. The original articles that factors had taken from in Change 

et al. model assessed carefully

According to the meaning of factors some refining 

factors. The factors which their meaning could be covered by other factors 

(Table 3-2 Shows the list of omitted factors and the covering factors).

Furthermore, “Race” and “Asset Specificity” were removed, the first, because all 

Iranians are of one race, the later

a list of questions according to meaning of factors was designed. Each question represents 

one factor. Since it was critical to make certain that the respondent comprehend the factor, 

According to Meyer et al., expert judgment could be performed to meet the need of 

interpreting existing data. This method is frequently mandatory to organize qualitative 

information or mixtures of qualitative and quantitative data into a framework for making 

2001). 

Elicitation Process

Elicitation is the process of gathering the expert judgment through specially desig

methods of verbal or written communication. The general sequence of steps in the elicitation 

3.1.

Figure 3-1 Sequence of steps in the elicitation process

refining the questions

In order to have clear and profound understanding of every 83 factors

performed. The original articles that factors had taken from in Change 

model assessed carefully. Table 3-1 represents meaning of complicated factors

According to the meaning of factors some refining was performed to achieve more unique 

factors. The factors which their meaning could be covered by other factors 

the list of omitted factors and the covering factors).

Furthermore, “Race” and “Asset Specificity” were removed, the first, because all 

the later, because asset specificity pertains to B2B commerce

rding to meaning of factors was designed. Each question represents 

one factor. Since it was critical to make certain that the respondent comprehend the factor, 
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According to Meyer et al., expert judgment could be performed to meet the need of 

method is frequently mandatory to organize qualitative 

information or mixtures of qualitative and quantitative data into a framework for making 

Elicitation is the process of gathering the expert judgment through specially designed 

methods of verbal or written communication. The general sequence of steps in the elicitation 

 factors, an extensive 

performed. The original articles that factors had taken from in Change 

aning of complicated factors. 

performed to achieve more unique 

factors. The factors which their meaning could be covered by other factors were excluded 

Furthermore, “Race” and “Asset Specificity” were removed, the first, because all 

B commerce. Next, 

rding to meaning of factors was designed. Each question represents 

one factor. Since it was critical to make certain that the respondent comprehend the factor, 
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some examples and explanations based on reference articles was prepared for complicated 

factors to help the interviewee describe the factor during the interview. 

In the next step, the questions, examples and explanations were translated to Farsi.  

The draft of questionnaire were handed out to 2 of experts and asked to inform us whether the 

questions are meaningful and clear. The questionnaire was refined regarding their comments.

Table 3-1 Explanation of complicated factors

Factor Explanation

Perceived channel characteristics

Perceived risk
1 Concern of system 

security

Includes concerns about  potentially malicious individuals who breach 

technological data protection devices to acquire consumers' personal, 

financial, or transaction-oriented information. Examples:

• Unauthorized third-party access to personal information

• Unauthorized third-party access to credit card information

• General security concerns (Miyazaki and Fernandez, 2001, Hughes, 

1996)

2 Fraudulent behavior Concerns regarding fraudulent behavior by the online retailer, such as 

• purposeful misrepresentation or non-delivery of goods

• Potential for non-delivery of ordered goods

• General misrepresentation or fraud(Miyazaki and Fernandez, 

2001)

3 Product risk Product category risk is associated with the product itself.  This risk is 

allied with the consumers’ belief regarding whether the product would 

function according to their expectations. The risk is greatest when the 

product is technologically complex (Bhatnagar et al., 2000b).�

4 Credit card fault risk This risk is not particularly on account of the monetary amount 

involved in the transaction but more because it puts the consumer at 

risk of losing money via credit card fraud (Bhatnagar et al., 2000b).�

5 Uncertainty Uncertainty refers to the cost associated with the unexpected outcome 

and asymmetry of information. It has 2 forms: process, product: the 

product you receive may not be exactly what you want  (Liang and 

Huang, 1998). 
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Table 3-2 Explanation of complicated factors (Cont’d)

Factor Explanation
Relative advantages

6 Utility as 

communication channel

Utility of a communication channel can be judged on its attributes of 

quantity, quality, and regency of information. (Li et al., 1999)

7 Utility as distribution 

channel

Based on previous research, we have identified six attributes that may 

affect which distribution channels a consumer chooses. These attributes 

are pre-purchase inspection of products, security of payment, prompt 

access to goods bought, easy exchange and return, and other post-

purchase service. (Li et al., 1999)

8 Product value Product value is a measure of the shopping medium's potential to offer a 

variety of products/services that are competitively priced and are of good 

quality. (Vijayasarathy, 2002)

9 Lower transaction cost Include costs for searching information, comparing attributes, examining 

products, negotiating terms, paying for products, delivering products, and 

post-sales services. (Liang and Huang, 1998)

10 Perceived usefulness 

(TAM)

The user subjective ability that using a specific virtual store will increase 

his or her performance in purchasing and information searching. (Chen et 

al., 2002)

11 Perceived ease of use The degree to which a user expects the use of the target virtual store to be 

free of effort. (Chen et al., 2002)

12 Perceived consequence Perceived consequences include: cheaper prices, convenience, saving 

time, improved customer service, the ability to do comparative shopping, 

concerns regarding risks of security breach and privacy violation 

(Limayem et al., 2000)

Online shopping experience

13 Accessibility Channel accessibility can be defined as the degree to which time and 

effort are involved in using a channel. Accessibility can be compared 

between members in a channel category or between different channel 

categories. (Li et al., 1999)

14 Shopping experience 

(effort, compatibility, 

playfulness)

The shopping experience factor captures the shopping medium's appeal 

in terms of effort required, its appropriateness for consumer lifestyles 

(compatibility), and the opportunity for fun (playfulness). 

(Vijayasarathy, 2002)
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Table 3-3 Explanation of complicated factors (Cont’d)

Factor Explanation
Service quality

15 Providing good pre-order 

information

The information that assists consumers to conduct a pre-purchase 

search and make a selection. (Vijayasarathy, 2002)

16 Providing good post-

selection information

The provisions of information to place an order, make payments, and 

take delivery of the purchase. (Vijayasarathy, 2002)

17 Tangibility The visually appealing display of products and services (Vijayasarathy, 

2002)

18 Empathy The extent to which vendors understood and accommodated individual 

customer needs (Vijayasarathy, 2002)

Trust

19 Trust (overall) A general belief that the trustee can be trusted.  (Gefen, 2000)

20 Ability Beliefs about the skills and competence of the trusted party. (Gefen, 

2002)

21 Integrity Belief that the trusted party adheres to accepted rules of conduct, such 

as honesty and keeping promises. (Gefen, 2002)

22 Benevolence Belief that the trusted party, aside from wanting to make a legitimate 

profit, wants to do good to the customer (Gefen, 2002)

23 Familiarity Familiarity is an understanding, often based on previous interactions, 

experiences, and learning of what, why, where and when others do 

what they do. (Gefen, 2000)

Consumer characteristics

Consumer shopping orientations

24 Recreational oriented As recreational shoppers, they consider shopping a leisure activity and 

enjoy using their free time shopping (Bellenger and Korgaonkar, 1980) 

(Li et al., 1999)

25 Experiential oriented The experiential orientation focuses on interacting with products. The 

customers who want to  see, feel, touch, and try on the products before 

they buy them are experiential oriented. (Li et al., 1999)

Computer/internet knowledge and usage

26 Channel knowledge Knowledge about the Web or "Internet literacy." (Li et al., 1999)

27 ‘‘Wired’’ lifestyle The wired lifestyle characterizes users who like to be the first to use the 

latest communication technologies, spend more hours online than most, 

and turn to the Internet to email their orders even when shopping from 

print catalogs. (Bellman et al., 1999)
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Table 3-4 Explanation of complicated factors (Cont’d)

Factor Explanation
Consumer innovativeness

28 Domain specific 

innovativeness

Innovativeness specific to the product domain. (Citrin et al., 2000)

29 General innovativeness General innovativeness refers to a cognitive style open to new experiences. 

(Citrin et al., 2000)

Psychological variables

30 Attitude Evaluation about the consequences of performing a behavior (Limayem et 

al., 2000)

31 Perceived behavioral 

control

Beliefs regarding the availability of resources and opportunities for 

performing the behavior as well as the existence of internal/external factors 

that may impede the behavior. Variables of behavioral control are: site 

accessibility, web page loading speed, ability to navigate on the web, 

product description, transaction efficiency, navigation efficiency Ajzen 

(1991),(Limayem et al., 2000)

32 Subjective norm One’ s perception of social pressure to perform or not to perform the 

behavior under the consideration .(family, media, friends,…) (Limayem et 

al., 2000)

33 Intention Likelihood that a consumer actually buys online 

(Chen, Gillenson et al. 2002). (Limayem et al., 2000)

34 Site commitment Desire to maintain a valued relationship with the site (Park and Kim, 2003)

Website and product characteristics

Website features

35 Website design The design principles of a B2C web site highlights three important issues: 

ease of navigation of the website, time taken for navigation and page 

download, and use of multimedia to improve its visual appeal. (Ranganathan 

and Ganapathy, 2002)

Product characteristics

36 Asset specificity Asset specificity refers to ‘durable investments that are undertaken in 

support of particular transactions, the opportunity cost of which investment 

is much lower in best alternative uses or by alternative users’ (Liang and 

Huang, 1998)
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3.3.2 Selecting the experts

The exact number of experts may vary according to the elicitation method. In case of 

a face-to-face meeting, having from five to nine experts was recommended. It was also 

advised to obtain diverse experts so that the subject will be thoroughly considered from many 

viewpoints. Diverse experts are those likely to view and solve the problem in different 

manners(Meyer and Booker, 2001). In order to have more accurate judgment, 7 experts from 

two different fields of business and academy were selected. From 7 online shopping experts 

who were interviewed, 4 were business expert, 2 were academic expert who had article in 

relevant subject and 1 was active in both areas.

Academic experts were selected via a literature review of thesis under the related 

literature heading. The business expert were populated via contacting the virtual stores 

according to the search result of popular search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo…), the 

managers who agreed to contribute were interviewed.

Table 3-5 List of omitted factors and the covering factors

Deleted Factor Covering  factor

1.“Word processing use “ “Computer experience“

2.“Web browser use” “level of internet usage”

3.“Email usage” “level of internet usage”

4.Product value 
“retail price”,

“lower Transaction cost”

5.“Perceived consequences” include:

a. Cheaper prices “retail price”

b. Convenience “convenience”

c. Saving time “time saving”

d. Improved customer service “customer service”

e. The ability to do comparative 

shopping 
“utility as distribution channel”

f. Concerns regarding risks of security 

breach and privacy  violation

“Security measure”

“Privacy measure”
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3.3.3 Conducting the elicitation

Since it was critical to make sure that the experts understand each factor a set of face 

to face interviews were conducted. In the interview session, using previously prepared 

explanation and examples for each factor, the interviewer tried to 

expert.  After making sure that the interviewee

them to estimate the relevance of the factor in Iran context and rate each factor between a 

Scale range of very relevant to very irrelevant opti

3.4 Relevant antecedents of online shopping in Iran

The average of relevance for each factor was calculated. The average of expert 

judgment averages was 3.57. Therefore

as less important and omitted. Th

2, 3-3 and 3.4).The relevant remained factors 

note that, since, the business experts were unable to evaluate their customers’ orientations, 

psychological variables and innovativeness due to weak understating of their customers’ 

behavior these subsets remained unexamined. Therefore, these factors could not be 

prioritized in the next step.

Figure 
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Since it was critical to make sure that the experts understand each factor a set of face 

to face interviews were conducted. In the interview session, using previously prepared 

explain the factors for the 

understand the factor, the interviewer wanted 

them to estimate the relevance of the factor in Iran context and rate each factor between a 5- 

The average of relevance for each factor was calculated. The average of expert 

factors with relevance average below 3.5 considered 

located under the Average line in (Figure. 3-

. It is important to 

note that, since, the business experts were unable to evaluate their customers’ orientations, 

gical variables and innovativeness due to weak understating of their customers’ 

behavior these subsets remained unexamined. Therefore, these factors could not be 
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Perceived characteristics of web as sale channel 

Figure 3-3 Average of expert judgment 
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Figure 3-4 Average of expert judgment
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Figure 3-5 The relevant antecedents of online shopping in Iran
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Chapter 4

Prioritizing the identified factors

4 Prioritizing the identified factors
4.1 Introduction

This chapter goes through the stages that were undertaken to prioritize the identified 

factors of chapter 3.  As mentioned in introduction chapter, for ranking the discovered factor 

affects the online shopping behavior of customers in Iran, analytical hierarchy process is the 

utilized method.  In addition to the stages of the applied method, the findings and discussion 

of result is present at the end. 

1.1 Analytical hierarchy process 

The AHP provides a means of decomposing the problem into a hierarchy of sub problems 

which can more easily be comprehended and subjectively evaluated. The methodology of the 

AHP can be explained in following steps (Goodwin and Wright, 2000, Saaty, 2008, Bhushan 

and Rai, 2004): 
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4.1.1 Step 1: Set up the decision hierarchy

The problem is decomposed into a hierarchy of goal, criteria, sub-criteria and 

alternatives. Hierarchy indicates a relationship between elements of one level with those of 

the level immediately below ( Bhushan and Rai, 2004). 

In the present study, the criteria are the factors solicited in the “identifying the factors 

affecting online shopping part” (chapter 3). The hierarchy of goals organized based on the 

model proposed by Change et al. Since based on AHP method, the subsequent elements of 

each criterion must depend on the related criterion (Saaty, 2008), the website and product 

characteristics subset were divided into two parts of website characteristics and product 

characteristics subsets. The hierarchy structure of this study is depicted in the figure 4-1. 

4.1.2 Step 2: Make pair wise comparisons of attributes 

Each attribute in an upper level is used to compare the attribute in the level 

immediately below with respect to it (Saaty, 2008). This is used to determine the relative 

importance of attributes(Goodwin and Wright, 2000). 

4.1.2.1 Questionnaire Design

According to the pair-wised comparison proposed by AHP methodology, a 

questionnaire designed with tree main parts:

• Introduction

This part contains title, purpose, outputs, supporters, and performers of the study. 

Benefits of the result of research for each group of respondents (customers, online stores’ 
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managers and academic experts) were also included. Furthermore, contact information in a 

case of a problem or question was presented. In the customer questionnaire, the information 

about the lottery to motivate this group to fill the questionnaire out was added.

• Comparison

Since, it was critical that the respondent understand the meaning of each factor and 

comparisons, every hard factor was accompanied by a help link. This link works as a tooltip 

and contains the explanation and example of the complicated factors. Furthermore, each 

comparison conveyed through a question helping the respondent to make a better judgment.  

• Demographic

The questionnaire also had the demographic part, which was different considering 

whether the questionnaire is for customers, managers or academic experts. In the customer 

questionnaire, customers’ personal information was our concern. However, in the online 

stores managers’ questionnaire, the online store background was asked. Nevertheless, the 

managers were allowed to remain this part unfilled in case that they consider this information 

as confidential. The research background of academic expert is considered as their 

demographic variables, however, as the academic experts were selected based on their 

research background, there was no need to ask about this information.

4.1.2.2 Technical feature of questionnaire

For designing the questionnaire HTML Language were used. The tables for pair-

wised comparisons programmed using JavaScript language. In the questionnaire, it was 

hardly tried to simplify the respondents’ pair-wised comparisons with visual tools and 

familiar concept of drag & drop.  After submitting the questionnaire, the respondents were 

navigated to another page containing appreciations of their participation and the responses 

were navigated to Microsoft access data base through a PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) 

program.
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4.1.3 Step 3: collecting data regarding the hierarchic structure

Data are collected from decision-makers corresponding to the hierarchic structure, 

in the pair wise comparison of attributes on a qualitative scale. Respondents can rate the 

comparison as equal, marginally strong, strong, very strong, and extremely strong 

(Bhushan and Rai, 2004). 

 To consider the subject from different viewpoints, online customers, virtual store 

managers and academic expert who has the related research background considered as 

decision makers who their preferences determine the importance of each factor.

4.1.3.1 Survey management

In order to have online survey, a domain named “online shopping survey.ir” is 

registered. Also, a webhost rented for uploading the files. The survey website contains the 

following sections:

1- An index page includes some explanation about the thesis, the researcher and the 

research advisor

2- Three questionnaires (customer questionnaire, virtual stores managers 

questionnaire and academic expert questionnaire)

3- A page for show appreciation after completing each questionnaire

4- A page to control the content of database, and view the result of filled 

questionnaire

The questionnaire page is depicted in Appendix A

4.1.3.2 Reaching participants

• Customers

One Purpose of this study is assessing the importance of factors affecting online 

shopping behavior of the Iranian customers from customer perspective. Therefore, the 

online customers who have the experience of online shopping in Iran are target 

respondents of this study.

mailto:@��	�����������.�566=4
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For motivating the customer to participate in the questionnaire, the participants had 

the chance of being winner in 5 gold coins and also 10 cultural software lottery.

In order to have random respondents, the advertisement of participating in this 

research was placed in three different virtual stores for a month. These stores had more 

than 10,000 unique visitors per day. Also 500 emails of online shoppers were purchased 

from different virtual stores. 

• Managers

Lists of emails of managers were gathered via searching in famous search engines 

(e.g. Google, yahoo…). A personalized email containing the title, purpose, outputs, 

benefits, performers and supporters of the research sent to the gathered emails. To 

motivate the managers, they were reassured that they will get the result of the research.

• Academic experts

Academic experts were selected via a literature review of thesis under the related 

literature heading. Also Institute for Ecommerce Development Office of ministry of 

commerce introduced a list of academic expert who are eligible of participating in present 

research. Again, a personalized email containing the title, purpose, output, benefits, 

performers and supporters of the research sent to the collected list, asking them to 

contribute in the research and they reassured that they will receive the results.

• Pilot testing

To make certain that the questions are understandable and clear a pilot test was 

performed. Two experts and 15 customers filled questionnaire. Some revisions were 

undertaken regarding their comments.



4.1.3.3 Collected data

Customer Answers

Google Analytics (abbreviated GA) is a free service offered by Google that 

generates detailed statistics about the 

referrers, including search engines, display advertising, pay

marketing and digital collateral such as links within PDF documents. Since, the online 

survey was used in this study, to control the data collecting process as well as reporting the 

collected data Google analytics service was used in the survey website.

In the three weeks of customer data gathering 

had 505 absolute unique visitor

Therefore, the completion rate is 

or partially filled questionnaires and removed as a result

The average time on site 

questionnaire carefully not randomly to win the award

shows distribution of respondents in 

of respondents of each city as well as the percentage of each city respondent’s 

participation. Figures 4- 4 and figure

in accordance with population and internet penetration rate of Iran.

Figure 

Google Analytics (abbreviated GA) is a free service offered by Google that 

generates detailed statistics about the visitors to a website. GA can track visitors from all 

referrers, including search engines, display advertising, pay-per-click networks, email 

marketing and digital collateral such as links within PDF documents. Since, the online 

dy, to control the data collecting process as well as reporting the 

collected data Google analytics service was used in the survey website.

In the three weeks of customer data gathering (see the Figure4-2), the questionnaire 

 absolute unique visitors (see Figure4-3), 230 filled questionnaire obtained

the completion rate is 45%. Of the 230 gathered, 10 of response were repetitive 

or partially filled questionnaires and removed as a result, the response rate would be 

on site (figure4-3) assure us that the respondents filled the 

questionnaire carefully not randomly to win the award. Country/ territory detail 

dents in 27 cities of Iran map. Figure4.5 indicates the number 

ents of each city as well as the percentage of each city respondent’s 

 and figure4-5 guarantee that the distributions of respondents are 

in accordance with population and internet penetration rate of Iran.

Figure 4-2 Google analytics, visitors’ overview graph
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Google Analytics (abbreviated GA) is a free service offered by Google that 

visitors to a website. GA can track visitors from all 

click networks, email 

marketing and digital collateral such as links within PDF documents. Since, the online 

dy, to control the data collecting process as well as reporting the 

the questionnaire 

 filled questionnaire obtained. 

 of response were repetitive 

the response rate would be 43%.  

assure us that the respondents filled the 

territory detail (figure4-4) 

 indicates the number 

ents of each city as well as the percentage of each city respondent’s 

that the distributions of respondents are 



Figure Figure 4-2 Google analytics-Technical profile of visitors

Figure 4-3 Google analytics-Map Graph
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Figure Figure 4-4 Google analytics- Map Graph Details
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Demographic of Customer respondents

Of the 220 accepted respondents answers 93 persons were female and 217 were 

male. The majority of respondent (75%) had bachelor degree or master degree. They 

mostly use internet more than 5 hours a week, and also have the experience of internet 

purchase for three times and more. Figure 4-4 illustrates complete profile of respondents 

includes: gender, age, education level, level of internet usage during a week, number of 

internet purchase experiences, amount spent on online shopping.

Managers Answers

Of the 50 personalized emails sent to the virtual stores managers, 9 acceptable 

answers were received. Therefore, the response rate would be 18%. The virtual stores 

contributed to this survey offered either a low product variety like: Neyestan, Mehvar, etc 

or high product variety like: Efeh, Arianshop, etc. Table 4.1 specifies the virtual stores 

names, addresses, products as well as age of virtual stores.  

Since, the managers had the choice of remaining the demographic part unfilled in a 

case that they consider these fields confidential, most of the managers didn’t notify their

sites visitors and their income.

Expert Answers

Of the 20 personalized emails sent to eligible experts, 10 acceptable answers were 

obtained. Therefore, the response rate would be 50%. The expert respondents had master 

degree or higher. Half they have related article and the other were specialists in 

Ecommerce Development Office, under the Deputy Ministry for Planning and Economic 

Affairs of IRAN Ministry of Commerce.
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Table 4-1Virtual stores products

Site Name Site Address Products Site Age(Year)

JahanData www.jahandata.com

Software/ Online Support 

Service 6

NeyestanJam www.neyestan.com CD/ Software/Book 3

Arianshop www.arianshop.com

CD/ Software /Hardware / 

Automobile spare parts / 

electronics /... 2

Efeh www.efeh.com

CD/ Software/ Jewelry/ 

Apparel/ Toys/ Electronics/.. 6

Neak www.neak.com

CD/DVD/Music/ 

Software/Book 4

Erayan www.erayan.com laptop/Printer 2

Sanjesh www.sanjeshmostamar.com CD/ Software/Book 2

Mehvar www.mehvar.com CD/ Software/Movie/ Music 3

Pardazesh www.pardazeshpub.com CD/Software/book 4

4.1.4 Step 4: Transform the comparisons into weight and consistency
checking 

The AHP procedures are applicable to individual and group decision 
settings(Saaty, 2008).

4.1.4.1 Group Analytic Hierarchy process

An important issue in group decision making is: how to aggregate individual 

judgments in a group into a single representative judgment for the entire group (Saaty, 

2008). There are several possible ways to aggregate information when more than one 
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(perhaps many) individuals participate in a decision process, including: (1) aggregating the 

individual judgments for each set of pair wise comparisons into an ‘aggregate hierarchy’; 

(2) synthesizing each of the individual’s hierarchies and aggregating the resulting priorities 

(3) aggregating the individual’s derived priorities in each node in the hierarchy. (Forman 

and Kirti, 1998).  

4.1.4.2 Choosing the method of aggregation

Whether the group is assumed to be a synergistic unit or simply a collection of 

individuals, determines the appropriate way of obtaining group preference. In other words, 

when the priority of each individual is not a concern, the group becomes a new 

‘individual’ and behaves like one; hence, aggregating the individual judgments (AIJ) is the 

proper method. In this way, individual identities are lost with every stage of aggregation 

and a synthesis of the hierarchy produces the group’s priorities(Forman and Kirti, 1998). 

On the other hand, when individuals are each acting in his or her own right, with 

different value systems, we are concerned about each individual’s resulting alternative 

priorities; therefore, aggregating individual priorities is the suitable method(Forman and 

Kirti, 1998). 

In the present study, aggregating the individual judgments (AIJ) was applied for 

aggregating preferences of customers, managers and academic experts inside their groups, 

due to the fact that the priority of each individual in these three groups(customers, 

managers and academic experts) was not a concern but consensus of their judgments was 

significant. 

However, for aggregating the preferences of customers, virtual store managers and 

academic experts, as the preferences of three groups was our concern and losing the 

identities of these groups in the aggregation was not desirable, the individual’s derived 

priorities from AIJ stage in each node in the hierarchy were aggregated.

4.1.4.3 Geometric mean or arithmetic mean 

Deciding on the method of aggregation determines whether the geometric or 

arithmetic mean must be used. For AIJ, the geometric mean must be utilized. As for AIP, 
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either an arithmetic or geometric mean can be used to aggregate the individuals’ priorities 

(Forman and Kirti, 1998). 

Regarding that, priorities of customers, managers and academic experts; the 

geometric means of their preferences were calculated to achieve the aggregated 

preferences. 

4.1.4.4 Transform the comparisons into weights

The AHP converts judgments into a set of weights, which are then automatically 

normalized to sum to 1. A number of conversion methods are possible, but the AHP uses a 

mathematical approach based on Eigen values (Goodwin and Wright, 2000). Because of 

the complexities of this method a computer package called EXPERT CHOICE was used to 

carry out the calculations. The Weights considering the customer judgment are 

demonstrated in table 4-3. Weights according to Managers judgments are depicted in table. 

4-4 The Weights regarding academic experts’ judgment illustrated in table 4-6. The overall 

weights resulted from aggregating three groups of customers, managers and academic 

experts are shown in the table 4 - 6.

1.1.1.1 Overall inconsistency ratio

When a large number of geographically scattered individuals provide the 

judgments, inconsistency (variation) between individuals is much more important than the 

inconsistency of a single one of them (Basak and Saaty, 1993). The inconsistency smaller 

or equal to 0.1 is acceptable (Saaty, 2008). 

The inconsistency ratio of the managers, academic experts and customers are as 

demonstrated in table 4.2. The inconsistency ratio of the managers, academic experts and 

customers are in the acceptable range.

Table 4-2 Inconsistencies

Online 

Customers

Virtual store 

Managers

Academic 

Experts

Overall inconsistency ratio 0.09 0.09 0.08
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4.1.5 Step5: Synthesize the results to determine the overall outcome

The AHP uses the priorities obtained from the comparisons to weigh the priorities 

in the level immediately below and continues this for every element. Then for each 

element in the level below adds its weighed values and obtain its overall or global priority. 

It keeps on this process of weighing and adding until the final priorities of the alternatives 

in the bottom most level is obtained.

Therefore, AHP calculates the local priority with respect to each criterion. The 

local priority are then multiplied by the weights of the criteria and aggregated to get global 

ratings. The global and local priority of each criterion according to the customers’, 

managers’, academic experts’ preferences is shown in the table 4-3, table 4-4, and table 4-

5. 

Finally the synthesized results based on customers, managers and academic experts 

preferences aggregated in each node in the hierarchy. This aggregation was achieved by 

calculating the arithmetic mean of global importance estimated by customers, managers 

and academic experts and consequently the final importance of the factors was obtained. 

The global importance of each factor is shown in the table 4-6. 

4.2 Customer’s preferences

Customers preferences can be discussed in three ways: Discussing about relative 

importance of each factor inside the branch using local importance of each node achieved 

in the third stage of AHP methodology (Table 4.3), discussing about the importance of 

each factor in each level using the global importance of each node obtained in the fourth 

stage of AHP methodology (Table 4-3), discussing about the ranking of leaf nodes. See 

figure 4-5. 

4.2.1 Customer preferences inside each branch

According to online customers the factors related to “Internet characteristics” (G, 

L= 0.343) are the most important factors. The “product characteristics” (G, L=0.280) have 

the second position in the first level of online shopping hierarchy.  Customer (G, L=0.150) 

and website (G, L=0.176) characteristics are ranked third and forth with the quite less 

importance in comparison to the two first positions.
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Within internet characteristics, as it was predictable the most important factor 

affecting online shopping behavior was “trust” (L=0.423). With almost twice importance 

of the next ranked factor, “relative advantage” (L=0.226) of online shopping. Next factors 

are ordered as follows:  “Risk” (L=0.174) and “service quality” (L=0.137).

Eighty percent of trust is related to the “integrity” (L=0.800) of Internet as a sale 

channel which shows the extent that websites are honest and keep their promises. 

Generally, integrity refers to the extent that websites adhere to the accepted rules of 

conduct. The other twenty percent is explained by “familiarity” (L=0.200) which means 

the understanding of customers about Internet as a shopping channel, based on previous 

interactions, experiences, and learning.

In” related advantages” of Internet, “Time saving” (L=0.614) is three times more 

important than “Convenience” (L= 0.268) and “Convenience” is two times more important 

than “lower transaction cost” (L= 0.117) of online shopping. It may be due to that the 

online customers don’t perceive that purchasing online has lower transaction cost.

In “Risk” subset, “fraudulent behavior” (L=0 .667) of online retailer such as the 

concern of customers about purposeful misrepresentation or non-delivery of goods, is 

estimated to be quite more important than the “credit card fault risk” (L=0.333) that put the 

customer at risk of losing money via credit card fraud. 

In product characteristics, “Tangible vs. Intangible” (L=0.667) product evaluated 

fairly more important than “Cost and frequency”( L=0.333) of products by customers.

“Computer and Internet knowledge and usage” (L=0.750) explains the 75% of 

“customer characteristics” importance. “Demographic variables” (L=0.250) of customer 

explain the other 25% of “customer characteristics” importance according to online 

customer perspective. In “computer and Internet knowledge and usage” (L=0.750) subset, 

the most important factor is “Internet purchase experience” (L=0.594) and the least 

important factor is “Training on computer” (L=0.157). “Level of internet usage” (L=0.249) 

importance placed between them.“Education level” (L=0.614) expresses more than half of 

customers’ “demographic variable”, the other half is explains by “Age” (L=0.268) and 

“Gender” (L=0.117) of customers.
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Table 4-3 Online customers' preferences

First level
Second level

Third level
Online shopping

Internet Characteristics G =0.343,  L=0.343, R=1   
TRUST G=0.145,  L=.423, R=3 

Integrity G=.116, L=.800,R=1 
Familiarity G=.029, L=.200, R=10

Relative Advantages G=.091, L=.226, R =6  
Time saving G=.056, L=.614, R=4 
Convenience G=.024, L= .268, R=14
Lower Transaction Cost G=.011, L= .117, R=18

RISK G=.060, L=.174, R=7  
Fraudulent Behavior G=.040, L= .667, R=5 
Credit card risk G=.020, L=.333, R=13

Service Quality G=.047, L=.137 , R=9  
Reliability G=.023, L= .487, R=13
Customer Service G=.014, L =.303, R=16
perceived quality of e-vendors G=.007, L= .139, R=20
Tangibility G=.003, L=.071,  R=22

Product Characteristics G =.280, L=.280, R=2  
Tangible vs. Intangible G=.186, L=.667, R=1  
Cost and frequency G=.093, L=.333, R=5  

Customer Characteristics G=.201, L=.201, R= 3
Computer/Internet usage and knowledge 
G=.150,L=.750 , R=2 

 

Internet purchase experience G=.089, L=.594, R=2 
Level of Internet Usage G=.038, L=.249, R=6 
Training on Computer G=.024, L=.157, R=11

Demographic Variables G=.050, L=.250,  R=8  
Education Level G=.031, L=.614, R=9 
Age G=.013, L=.268, R=17
Gender G=.006, L=.117, R=21

Website Characteristics G=0.176, L=0.176, R= 4
Risk Reduction Measures G=.132, L=.750, R=4  

Provide Money Back Guarantee G=.083, L=.625, R=3 
Offering well-known Brand G=.032, L=.238, R=8 
Selling at reduced price G=.018, L=.136, R=15

Website features G=.044, L=.250, R=10
Information Content G=.037, L = .833 R=7 
Website Design G =.007, L=.167 R=19

L= Local importance
G= Global importance
R= Ranking in level
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In “website characteristics” subset, “risk reduction measures“(L=0.750) is 0.75

more important than “website features” (L=0.250). “Provide money back guarantee” 

(L=0.625) describes the 0.625 of “risk reduction measures”, the other part of importance is 

related to “offering well-known brand” (L=0.238) and “selling at reduced price” (L=0. 

136). “Information content” (L = .833) of website is quite more important than “website 

design” (L=0.167) which refers to ease of navigation of the website, time taken for 

navigation and page download, and use of multimedia to improve its visual appeal.

4.2.2 Customer preferences inside each level

As in the first level there is just one branch. Therefore, the importance of each 

factor inside the branch is the same as its importance in the level that discussed in the 

customer preferences inside each branch part. 

In the second level, the most important factor is “tangibility” (G=0.186) of product 

with large distance from the second important factor which is “computer/ Internet 

knowledge and usage” (G= 0.150) of customers.  After that “trust” (G=145), the child 

node of “internet characteristics” is located. “Risk reduction measures” (G= 0.132) is the 

forth significant factor. The two following factors are “cost & frequency” (G=0.093) of 

products, “Relative Advantages” (G=0.091) of online shopping. They have near 

importance to each other but are far from their superior factor. The next and far factor is 

perceived “risk” (G= 0.060) of online shopping. The three least important factors of the 

second level are: “Demographic Variables” (G=0.050) of customers, “Service Quality” 

(G=0.047) of Internet as a sale channel, “Website features” (G=0.044) a part of “website 

characteristics”.

In the third level, the factors’ preferences should be discussed regarding the fact 

that “product characteristics” branch has no representative in this level. The most 

important factor of the last level is “integrity” (G=0.116) refers to honesty of virtual stores 

and is the child node “trust”. The next factor, “Internet purchase experience” (G=0.089) of 

customer, is located far from its superior neighbor. “Provide money back guarantee” 

(G=0.083) which acts a risk reliever and belongs to “website characteristics” branch, is the 

next factor. “Time saving” (G= 0.056) is one of relative advantage of online shopping. It is 

estimated to be quite less significant than its upper factor. “Fraudulent Behavior” 

(G=0.040) is child node of risk of online shopping is next factor. The importances of 



following factors are reduced smoothly with approximately 

other. 

4.2.3 Online customers’ leaf nodes prioritization 

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 

should be prioritized according to the customer’s point of view. The product 

characteristics branch leafs are located in the second level. So the only difference between 

ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last level is the presence of two leaves of “product 

characteristics, “cost and frequency” and “Tangible vs. Intangible”.

“Tangible vs. Intangible” 

factor in leaf nodes ranking even quite more important than “integrity” 

and frequency” (G= 0.093) 

importance in the remained part of leaves is the same is discussed in the customer 

preference in the last level at Customer preferences inside each level
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 distance from each 

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 3 that 

according to the customer’s point of view. The product 

characteristics branch leafs are located in the second level. So the only difference between 

ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last level is the presence of two leaves of “product 

products estimated to be the most important 

= 0.116). “Cost 

t located in the third position. The order of 

the remained part of leaves is the same is discussed in the customer 

See figure 4.5. 
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4.3 Virtual store managers’ preferences

Virtual store managers preferences can be discussed in three ways: Discussing 

about relative importance of each factor inside the branch using local importance of each 

node achieved in the third stage of AHP methodology, discussing about the importance of 

each factor in each level using the global importance of each node obtained in the fourth 

stage of AHP methodology, discussing about the final ranking of leaf nodes. See table 4.4. 

4.3.1 Virtual store managers’ preferences inside each branch

According to virtual stores managers the factors related to “product characteristics” 

(G, L=0.387) are the most important factors. “Website characteristics” (G, L=0.281) is 

prioritized as next important subset. Factors associated to “customer characteristics” (G, 

L=0.204) have the third position in the first level. The least important subset based on 

online shop managers point of view is “Internet characteristics” (G, L=0.128).  In “product 

characteristics” subset, “Tangible vs. Intangible” (L=0.614) products estimated quite more 

important than “Cost and Frequency” (L=0.386) of product”.  

In “website characteristics” branch, the “risk reduction measures” (L=0.795) 

explains the 79% of the importance, however; the other part of importance is related to 

“website feature” (L=0.205).Among “risk reduction measures”, “providing money back 

guarantee” is the most important factor. The estimated weight for this factor is 0.631. 

While the estimated weight for “offering well-know brand”, the second important factor of 

this position, is 0.230. The last position is belong to “selling at reduced price” with 

estimated weight of 0.139. About eighty four percent of importance in the subset of 

“website feature” is explained by “information content” (L=0.836) of website. The other 

sixteen percent is related to “website design” (L=0.164) such as: ease of navigation of the 

website, page load time, good visual appeal etc. 

In “customer characteristics”, “computer and Internet usage and knowledge” 

(L=0.618) is more important than “demographic variables” (L= .382) of customers. In 

“computer and Internet usage and knowledge” branch,” Internet purchase experience” 

(L=0.690) is much more important than the other two factor of “level of Internet usage” 

(L=0.178) and “training on computer” (L=0.132). In “demographic variables” branch, the 

estimated weight is 0.466 for “education level”, 0.346 for “age” and 0.188 for “gender”.
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Table 4-4 Virtual store managers' preferences

First Level
Second Level

Third Level
Online shopping 

Product Characteristics G=.387, L=.387,R=1  
Tangible vs. Intangible G=.239, L=.614, R=1
Cost  and Frequency G=.151, L=.386, R=3

Website Characteristics                   G=.281, L=.281, R=2  
Risk Reduction Measures        G =.223, L=.795, R=2  

Provide Money Back Guarantee G=.223, L=.631, R=1 
Offering well-known Brand G=.081, L=.230, R=3 
Selling at reduced price G=.049, L=.139, R=7 

Website features G=.058, L=.205, R=6
Information Content G=.058, L=.836, R=4 
Website Design G=.011, L=.164, R=18

Customer Characteristics G=.204, L=.204, R=3
Computer/Internet usage and knowledge    
G=.126, L=.618, R=4 

 

Internet purchase experience G=.126,L=.690, R=2 
Level of Internet Usage G=.032, L=.178, R=10
Training on Computer G=.024, L=.132, R=11

Demographic Variables G=.078, L= .382, R=5
Education Level G=.078, L=.466, R=5 
Age G=.058, L=.346, R=8 
Gender G =.031, L=.188, R=13

Internet Characteristics G=.128, L=.128, R=4
Relative Advantages               G=.046, L=.361, R=7

Time saving G=.046, L= .517, R=9 
Convenience G=.033, L= .364, R=12
Lower Transaction Cost G=.011, L= .119, R=19

Trust G=.044, L=.340, R=8
Integrity G=.044, L=.772, R=6 
Familiarity G=.013, L=.228, R=16

RISK G=.022, L=.175, R=9
Fraudulent Behavior G=.022, L=.545, R=14
Credit card risk G=.019, L=.455, R= 17

Service Quality G=.016, L=.125, R=10
Reliability G=.016, L=.595, R=15
Customer Service G=.005, L=.188, R=20
perceived quality of e-vendors G=.003, L= .119,R=22
Tangibility G=.003, L=.098, R=21

L= Local importance
G= Global importance
R= Ranking in level
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In “Internet characteristics” subset, virtual store managers ranked the branches as 

follows: “relative advantages” of Internet explaining 0.361 of importance in this branch, 

“trust” explaining 0.340 of importance in this subset, “risk” of online shopping explaining 

0.175 of importance and at the end, “service quality” explaining 0.125 of importance in 

this section. 

4.3.2 Virtual store managers’ preferences inside each level

As in the first level there is just one branch. Therefore, the importance of each 

factor inside the branch is the same as its importance in the level that discussed in the 

virtual store managers’ preferences inside each branch part.

In the second level, the most preferred factor is” tangibility” (G=.239) of product, 

the second important factor is “Risk Reduction Measures” (G=0.223) in managers’ 

perspective. “Risk reduction measure” is a child node of “website characteristics” and 

parent node of “provide money back guarantee”, “offering well known brand” and “selling 

at reduced price”. The global importance of this factor is quite more than the next factor 

which is “cost and frequency” (G=.151). Next factor is “Computer/Internet usage and 

knowledge” (G=0.126) of online customers. After that, “Demographic Variables” 

(G=0.078) of customer is located, again with large distance from its superior neighbor. 

“Website features” (G=0.058), child node of “Internet characteristics” is the next factor. 

The two following factors are “Relative Advantages” (G=0.046), “trust” (G=0.044). These 

two factors have near global importance to each other. Far from “trust “, “Risk” (G=0.022) 

is located and at the end “Service Quality” (G=0.016) estimated as the least important 

factor in the second level of online shopping hierarchy. 

In the third level, the factors’ preferences should be discussed regarding the fact 

that “product characteristics” branch has no representative in this level. The most 

favorable factor of the last level is “Provide Money Back Guarantee” (G=0.141) according 

to virtual store managers’ viewpoint. It is child node of “Risk money back guarantee” and 

its global importance of this factor is 0.054 higher than the next factor, “Internet purchase 

experience” (G=0.087) of online customers. After that, “Offering well-known Brand” 

(G=0.051) is located. Again, the global importance of this factor and its superior factor has 

great difference. Next and near to it “Information Content” (G=0.048) of the website is 

placed. “Education Level” (G=0.036) of customer is the subsequent factor. From this 



factor on, the importance of remained factors are decreased smoothly with 

importance difference from each other. 

4.3.3 Virtual store managers leaf nodes prioritization 

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 

should be prioritized according to the virtual store managers’ point of view. The product 

characteristics branch leafs are located in the second level. So the only difference between 

ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last level is the presence of two leaves of “product 

characteristics, “cost and frequency” and “tangibility” of products.

Figure 4
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ortance of remained factors are decreased smoothly with 0.002

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 3 that 

ed according to the virtual store managers’ point of view. The product 

characteristics branch leafs are located in the second level. So the only difference between 

ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last level is the presence of two leaves of “product 

products and “Cost and frequency”(G= 

of product are the most preferred factors in leaf nodes prioritization. Nevertheless, 
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managers’ preference in the last level at virtual store managers’ preferences inside each 

level. See figure 4.7.

4.4 Academic experts’ preferences

Academic experts’ preferences can be discussed in three ways: Discussing about 

relative importance of each factor inside the branch using local importance of each node 

achieved in the third stage of AHP methodology, discussing about the importance of each 

factor in each level using the global importance of each node obtained in the fourth stage 

of AHP methodology, discussing about the final ranking of leaf nodes. See table 4.5. 

4.4.1 Academic experts’ preferences inside each branch

According to academic experts, the factors related to “product characteristics” are 

most important factors in customer online shopping behavior. They explain the 0.342 of 

importance in online shopping hierarchy. The next important subset is “customer 

characteristics” based on academic expert viewpoint. They estimated the importance of 

this subset as 0.265. The third position belongs to “Internet characteristics”, explaining 

0.238 of importance in the first level. The least important subset in online shopping 

hierarchy is, “website characteristics”. Academic experts suggested 0.162 for the 

importance of this branch.

In “product characteristics” subset, “Cost and Frequency” (L=0.595) of products 

estimated importance and “Tangible vs. Intangible” (L=0.405) products estimated 

importance are close to each other.  

“Computer and Internet knowledge and usage” (L=0.780) explains the 78% of 

“customer characteristics” importance. “Demographic variables of customer” (L=0.220) 

explain the other 22% of “customer characteristics” importance according to academic 

expert opinion. In “computer and Internet knowledge and usage” subset, the most 

important factor is “Internet purchase experience” (L=0.543) and the least important factor 

is “Training on computer” (L=0.104). “Level of internet usage” (L=0.353) importance 

placed between them.
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“Education level” (L=0.541) expresses more than half of customers’ “demographic 

variable”, the other half is explains by “Age” (L=0.312) and “Gender” (L=0.147) of 

customers.

In “Internet characteristics” subset, academic experts ranked the sub branches as 

follows: “trust” explaining 0.477 of importance in this part, “service quality” of online 

shopping with estimated importance of 0.218, “risk” of purchasing online explaining 0.189

of importance in this branch and finally, “relative advantage” of buying online explaining 

0.116 of importance in this part of hierarchy.

In “website characteristics” branch, the “risk reduction measures” explains the 

0.838 of the importance, however; the other part of importance is related to “website 

feature” (L=0.162). Among “risk reduction measures”, “providing money back guarantee” 

is the most important factor. The estimated weight for this factor is 0.570. The next two 

factors in this branch almost has the same estimated importance of 0.216 for “offering 

well-known brand” and 0.213 for “selling at reduced price”.

About seventy four percent of importance in the subset of “website feature” is 

explained by “information content” of website. The other twenty six percent is related to 

“website design” such as: ease of navigation of the website, page load time, good visual 

appeal etc. 

4.4.2 Academic experts’ preferences inside each level

As in the first level there is just one branch. Therefore, the importance of each 

factor inside the branch is the same as its importance in the level that discussed in the 

virtual store managers’ preferences inside each branch part. 

In the second level, the most preferred factor is “Computer/Internet usage and 

knowledge” (G=0.207) of customer. With large distance from the first position “Risk 

Reduction Measures” (G=0.130), child node of “website characteristics” is placed. After 

that, “Trust” (G=0.113) to online shopping is important.
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Table 4-5 Academic Experts' preferences

First Level
Second Level

Third Level
Online shopping

Product Characteristics G=.342, L=.342, R=1
Cost and Frequency G=.203, L=.595, R=2
Tangible vs. Intangible G=.139, L=.405, R=3

Customer Characteristics G=.265,L=.265, R=2  
Computer/Internet usage and knowledge             
G=.207, L=.780, R=1 

 

Internet purchase experience G=.112,L=.543, R=1 
Level of Internet Usage G=.073, L=.353, R=4 
Training on Computer G=.021, L=.104, R=11

Demographic Variables G=.058, L=.220, R=6
Education Level G=.032 , L=.541, R=5 
Age G=.018, L=.312, R=14
Gender G=.009, L=.147, R=17

Internet Characteristics G=.238, L=.238, R=3
Trust G=.113, L=.477, R=5

Integrity G=.089, L=.782, R=2 
Familiarity G=.025, L=.218, R=9 

Service Quality G=.052,L=.218, R=7
Reliability G=.023, L=.439, R=10
Customer Service G=.020, L=.390, R=12
Perceived quality of e-vendors G=.006,L=.108, R=19
Tangibility G=.003, L=.063, R=22

Risk                                                        G=.045, L=.189, R= 8
Fraudulent Behavior G=.031, L=.695, R= 6
Credit card risk G=.014, L=.305, R=16

Relative Advantages                  G=.028, L=.116, R=9
Time saving G=.015, L=.547, R=15
Convenience G=.006, L=.234, R=21
Lower Transaction Cost G=.006, L=.219, R=20

Website Characteristics G=.155, L=.155, R=4  
Risk Reduction Measures G=.130, L=.838, R=4

Provide Money Back Guarantee G=.074, L=.570, R=3
Offering well-known Brand G=.028, L=.216, R=7
Selling at reduced price G=.028, L=.214, R=8

Website features G=.025, L=.162, R=10
Information Content G=.019, L=.744, R=13
Website Design G=.006, L=.256, R=18

L= Local importance
G= Global importance
R= Ranking in level
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The next factor “Demographic Variables” (G=0.058) is quite less important than its 

superior factor and has near global importance to “Service Quality” (G=0.052) and “Risk” 

(G= 0.045), its inferior factors.  “Relative Advantages” (G=0.028), the child node of 

“internet characteristics” is the next factor. Just next to it “Website features” (G= 0.025), 

parent node of “information content” of website and “website design”.

In the third level, the factors’ preferences should be discussed regarding the fact 

that “product characteristics” branch has no representative in this level. The most 

favorable factor of the last level is “Internet purchase experience” (G=0.112). With large 

distance from the most important factor “Integrity” (G=0.089) is positioned. “Provide 

Money Back Guarantee” (G=0.074) is the next factor that is estimated to fairly less 

important than its superior neighbor. With just 0.001 difference in global importance 

“Level of Internet Usage” (G=0.073) is located. Again, there is a great difference in global 

importance trend of academic experts’ preferences.  The next factor, Education Level” 

(G=0.032), is 0.041 far from its superior factor. From this factor on, the importance of 

remained factors are decreased smoothly to the least significant factor, “Tangibility” 

(G=0.003) which is child node of “Service quality”.

4.4.3 Academic experts leaf node prioritization 

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 3 that 

should be prioritized according to the academic experts’ point of view. The product 

characteristics branch leafs are located in the second level. So the only difference between 

ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last level is the presence of two leaves of “product 

characteristics, “cost and frequency” and “Tangible vs. Intangible” products. 

“Cost and Frequency” (G=0.203) products and “Tangible vs. Intangible” (G= 

0.139) of product are the most preferred factors in leaf nodes prioritization. Nevertheless, 

“Cost and Frequency” factor with 0.064 higher global importance is more preferred than 

its sibling node. Just next to “cost and frequency” of products with near global importance, 

“Internet purchase experience” (G=0.112) is located. The order of importance the 

remained part of leaves is the same is discussed in the academic experts’ preference in the 

last level at academic experts’ preferences inside each level. See figure 4.7. 
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The preferences’ of online customers, virtual store managers and academic experts 

aggregated in order to achieve the overall importance of factors. Their overall preferences 

ways: Discussing about relative importance of each factor inside 

the branch using local importance of each node achieved in the third stage of AHP 

methodology, discussing about the importance of each factor in each level using the global 

h node obtained in the fourth stage of AHP methodology, discussing 

about the final ranking of leaf nodes. The global, local and ranking position of each node is 

The preferences inside each branch are discussed using the local importance of 

each factor. According to the aggregated preferences of online customers, virtual store 

managers and academic experts in the first level of online shopping hierarchy, the most 
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important with large distance form the next preferred branches is “product 

characteristics”(L= 0.336). The next preferred branches are as follows with near distance 

from each other: “Internet characteristics” (L= 0.236), “customer characteristics” (L= 

0.223) and “website characteristics” (L=0.204).

In product characteristics, “Tangible vs. Intangible” (L=0.562) products evaluated 

fairly more important than “Cost and Frequency” (L=0.438) of products by customers.

Within internet characteristics, as it was predictable the most important factor 

affecting online shopping behavior was “trust” (L=0.413). With almost twice importance 

of the next ranked factor, “relative advantage” of online shopping. Next factors are ordered 

as follows: “Risk” (L=0.179) and “service quality” (L=0.160).

Seventy eight percent of “trust” is related to the “integrity” (L=0.785) of Internet as 

a sale channel which shows the extent that websites are honest and keep their promises. 

Generally, integrity refers to the extent that websites adhere to the accepted rules of 

conduct. The other part of importance is explained by “familiarity” (L= 0.215) which 

means the understanding of customers about Internet as a shopping channel, based on 

previous interactions, experiences, and learning.

In” related advantages” of Internet, “time saving” (L=0.559) is two times more 

important than “Convenience” (L=0.289) and “Convenience” is also two times more 

important than “lower transaction cost” (L=0.152) of online shopping. It may be due to 

that the online customers don’t perceive that purchasing online has lower transaction cost.

In “Risk” subset, “Fraudulent behavior” (L=0.636) of online retailer such as the 

concern of customers about purposeful misrepresentation or non-delivery of goods, is 

estimated to be quite more important than the “Credit card fault risk” (L=0.364) that put 

the customer at risk of losing money via credit card fraud. 

“Computer and Internet knowledge and usage” (L=0.716) explains the 71% of 

“customer characteristics” importance. “Demographic variables” (L=0.284) of customer 

explain the other 28% of “customer characteristics” importance according to online 

aggregated preferences.
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In “computer and Internet knowledge and usage” subset, the most important factor 

is “Internet Purchase Experience” (L=0.609) and the least important factor is “Training on 

computer” (L=0.131). “Level of internet usage” (L=0.260) importance placed between 

them.“Education level” (L=0.540) expresses more than half of customers’ “demographic 

variable”, the other half is explains by “Age” (L=0.309) and “Gender” (L=0.151) of 

customers.

In “website characteristics” subset, “risk reduction measures“(L=0.794) is 0.79

more important than “website features” (L=0.206). “Provide money back guarantee” ( 

L=0.609) describes the 60% of “risk reduction measures”, the other part of importance is 

related to “offering well-known brand” (L=0.228) and “selling at reduced price”( 

L=0.163). “Information content” (L=0.804) of website is quite more important than 

“website design” (L=0.196) which refers to ease of navigation of the website, time taken 

for navigation and page download, and use of multimedia to improve its visual appeal.

4.5.2 Aggregated preferences inside each level

The preferences inside each level are discussed using the global importance of each 

factor. As in the first level there is just one branch. Therefore, the importance of each 

factor inside the branch is the same as its importance in the level that discussed in the 

virtual store managers’ preferences inside each branch part. 

In the second level, “tangibility” of product is the most important factor. The next 

position is belong to “cost and frequency” of product. The third preferred subset is “risk 

reduction measure” which is part of “website characteristics”. Just next to “risk reduction 

measures” is “computer/Internet usage and knowledge” with very small distance from its 

upper neighbor. After that “trust“, a part of “Internet characteristics”, is placed with large 

distance from its upper preference. The next factors have small difference from each other 

and ranked as follows: “demographic variables” of customers, “relative advantages” of 

Internet as a shopping channel, “website features”, “risk” of online shopping, “service 

quality” of purchasing online.
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Table 4-6 Aggregated preferences

Fist Level
Second Level

Third level
Online shopping

Product Characteristics G=.336, L=.336, R=1
Tangible vs. Intangible G=.237, L=.562, R=1
Cost and Frequency G=.180, L=.438, R=2

Internet Characteristics G=.236, L=.236, R=2
Trust G=.101, L=.413, R=5  

Integrity G=.083, L=.785, R=3 
Familiarity G=.022, L=.215, R=13

Relative Advantages G=.055, L=.234, R=7  
Time saving G=.039, L=.559, R=7 
Convenience G=.021, L=.289, R=14
Lower Transaction Cost G=.009, L=.152, R=19

Risk G=.042, L=.179, R=8  
Fraudulent Behavior G=.031, L=.636, R=10
Credit card risk G=.018, L=.364, R=16

Service Quality                             G=.038, L=.160, R=10
Reliability G=.021, L=.507, R=15
Customer Service G=.013, L=.200, R=18
Tangibility G=.009, L=.077, R=20
perceived quality of e-vendors G=.005, L=.122, R=22

Customer Characteristics G=.223, L=.223,R=3  
Computer/Internet usage and knowledge    
G=.161, L=.716, R=4  

Internet Purchase Experience G=.109, L=.609, R=2 
Level of Internet Usage G=.048, L=.260, R=4 
Training on Computer G=.023, L=.131, R=12

Demographic Variables G=.062, L=.284, R=6
Education Level G=.047, L=.540, R=5 
Age G=.030, L=.309, R=11
Gender G=.015, L=.151, R=17

Website Characteristics G=.204, L=.204, R=4  
Risk Reduction Measures G=.162, L=.794, R=3

Provide Money Back Guarantee G=.127, L=.609, R=1 
Offering well-known Brand G=.047, L=.228, R=6 
Selling at reduced price G=.032, L=.163, R=9 

Website features G=.042, L=.206, R=9
Information Content G=.038, L=.804, R=8 
Website Design G=.008, L=.196, R=21

L= Local importance
G= Global importance
R= Ranking in level
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In the last level, the factors’ preferences should be discussed regarding the fact that 

“product characteristics” branch has no representative in this level. The three most

favorable factors of the last level according to aggregated viewpoints are: “Provide Money 

Back Guarantee” (G=0.127) which is risk reliever could be used by websites; “Internet 

Purchase Experience” (G=0.109), related to Internet knowledge and usage; “Integrity” 

(G=0.039), child node of “Trust” branch. Fairly far from these three most important 

factors, three factors with nearly equal importance are placed as follows: “Level of Internet 

Usage” (G=0.048), “Education Level” (G=0.047), “Offering well-known Brand” 

(G=0.047). From this factor on, the importance of remained factors are decreased 

smoothly to the least significant factors: “Tangibility” (G=0.009), child node of “Service 

quality”; “Website Design” (G=0.008), child node of “website features”; “perceived 

quality of e-vendors” (G= 0.005).

4.5.3 Aggregated prioritization of leaf node preferences 

In the online shopping hierarchy leaf nodes are identified factors in chapter 3 that is 

prioritized according to the aggregated viewpoints of online customers, virtual store 

managers and academic experts. The product characteristics branch leafs are located in the 

second level. So the only difference between ranking of leaf nodes and ranking of last 

level is the presence of two leaves of “product characteristics, “cost and frequency” and 

“Tangible vs. Intangible” products. 

“Tangible vs. Intangible” (G=0.237) products and “Cost and frequency” (G=0.180) 

of product are the most preferred factors in leaf nodes prioritization. Nevertheless, 

“Tangible vs. Intangible” factor with 0.057 higher global importance is much more 

preferred than its sibling node. Far from “cost and frequency” of products “Provide Money 

Back Guarantee” (G=0.127) is located. The order of importance, in the remained part of 

leaves is the same is discussed in the aggregated preference in the last level of preferences 

inside each level. See figure 4.8. 
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5 Conclusion
5.1 Introduction

In this chapter first the summary of the study carried out to answer the research 

question and the framework of present study are presented. The contributions and the 

drawn managerial implications are described. Finally, the future research trend and 

limitation of this research are discussed. 

5.2 Research summery

This research was designed to answer the following question:

What are the factors affecting customers online shopping behavior regarding 

their importance on customers decision in Iran?

This question was tackled in two phases: 

1- Identify the factors affecting customers’ online shopping behavior and 

2- Investigating the importance of the factors identified in identifying phase.
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In the identifying phase, to investigate the factors affecting online shopping 

behavior of customers in Iran, the derived reference model summarizing antecedent of 

online shopping proposed by Change et al. used as basis. This model has reviewed the 

empirical literature on the antecedents of online shopping.  This model extracted eighty 

three factors from extensive literature search. The researchers synthesized the findings 

from literature search and derived a reference models for online shopping adoption. We 

chose to base our research model on the derived reference model, because this model has a 

holistic view about online shopping antecedents and took the all dimensions of Internet, 

customer, website and product characteristics into consideration. Furthermore, the model 

performed a deep extensive literature review and extracted satisfactory number of 

antecedents.

As these identified factors are taken from different studies performed in different 

contexts, it was necessary to check them to make sure they are meaningful in Iran. To 

accomplish this, current study tried to test out the relevance of gathered factors with 

business and academic experts in Iran. 

The antecedents of original model were judged by academic and business experts 

through expert judgment proposed by Boehm. The experts evaluated the relevance of 83

factors of the original model. The irrelevant and less relevant factors in Iran context were 

removed. The remained factors were used in the next phase of prioritization. 

In the second phase, the importance of identified factors were investigated via 

analytical hierarchy process (AHP) proposed by Satty. AHP is a multi-criteria decision-

making method, a systematic method for comparing a list of objectives or alternatives 

through allowing decision makers to model a complex problem in a hierarchical structure 

which consists of the goal, criteria, sub criteria, and alternatives.

In this study, the hierarchic structure achieved based on categories of Change et al. 

model and the elicited factors in identifying phase formed the leafs of the hierarchy that 

should be prioritized.

To examine the importance of identified factor thoroughly from different 

perspective, online customers, virtual store managers and academic experts considered as 

three decision makers corresponding to the online shopping hierarchic structure.  An 
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online survey based on pair-wise comparison of AHP was designed. 220 online customers, 

9 virtual store managers and 10 academic experts judged the relative importance of each 

criteria in online shopping hierarchy. 

Since, three groups of decision makers were involved; the important issue was how 

to aggregate the judgments of individuals into a single representative judgment for the 

entire group. Two steps of aggregation performed, first inside each group via aggregating 

individual judgments (AIJ) method because the preferences of one individual was not our 

concern. The second part of aggregation was undertaken for combining the preferences of 

three groups of decision makers that now each became a new individual through the first 

step of aggregation. For aggregating in the second part, the derived priorities of each node 

in the hierarchies were integrated. Because of the complexities of this method the 

computer package of AHP, called EXPERT CHOICE was utilized. 

Analytical hierarchy process provides the relative importance (local rating) of each 

node which allowed us to discuss the preference of each node within a branch with its 

siblings. Furthermore, this methodology synthesizes the relative weight of nodes and 

calculates the absolute importance (global rating) of each node which helped us to discuss

the preferences of nodes within every level. Finally, the global rating of the nodes assisted 

us to prioritize the leaf nodes; extracted factors in identifying phase; which was the aim of 

this study. 

It is highly worth to note that, the local and global rating as well as ranking 

positions in levels and also the prioritization of leaf nodes (identified factors) for three 

groups of decision makers (online customers, virtual store managers and academic experts) 

were determined. At the end, the preferences of these groups were aggregated to achieve 

the ultimate preferences and prioritizations of factors.  

5.3 A Framework for identifying and prioritizing

The steps and stages undertaken in identifying and prioritizing the online shopping 

factors are illustrated in a framework see figure 5.1. This framework might be guidance for 

identifying antecedents in other studies and could help researcher for prioritizing 

especially when more than one group of decision makers is involved and each group 

preferences as well as aggregated preferences is concern.
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5.4 Contributions and managerial implications

Contributions of this study are as follows:

1. Localization of antecedent of online shopping

2. Examining the importance of localized antecedent of online shopping from three 

different perspective

3. Similarities and dissimilarities of different perspective

4. Preference aggregation of three groups of decision makers

Each contribution is elaborated in the following sections along with related managerial 

implications.

5.4.1 Localization of antecedents of online shopping

The relevance of all 83 antecedents of online shopping extracted from the derived 

model summarizing the antecedent of online shopping proposed by Change et al. were 

examined. Unfortunately with three subsets of customer characteristics: “customers’ 

shopping orientations”, “psychological variables”, “customer innovativeness” were 

exception, due to the inability of the business experts to evaluate these features of their 

online customers. 

Checking the relevance of antecedent of online shopping revealed the applicable 

factors in Iran online shopping context for practitioners and researchers. Furthermore, it 

showed some differences of Iranian online shopping context and the contexts of original 

researches. The following are examples of these differences as well as some managerial 

suggestion: 
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Figure 5-1 A Framework for identifying and prioritizing of factors affecting customers’ online shopping behavior in Iran

The “reliability” factor which was found insignificant in original article

(Vijayasarathy and Jones 2000), contrarily, it was estimated quite important in Iran 
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context. It showed that customers’ perceived risk in online shopping is fairly high. Under 

these circumstances, the online store marketers must understand the online customers 

concerns and use risk relievers like: Provide money-back guarantee, offering well-known 

brand, selling at reduced price, etc to make online shopping more appealing.

According to experts, relative advantages like: “easy to order”, ”can avoid 

collecting and transporting product”, ”can try something new” are used by online stores to 

promote customers to buy from online channel but they don’t have significant effect on 

customers to buy online.

Although, “concern of privacy infringement” and “concern of system security” 

were found to have a significant negative impact in some previous studies e.g. (Miyazaki 

and Fernandez, 2001, Ranganathan and Ganapathy, 2002), in Iran context as experts 

stated, customers are not professional to be sensitive to these concerns. However, they 

worry about “fraudulent behavior” of online sellers (like potential non-delivery of 

purchased products, general misrepresentation or fraud, etc.) which uncooperatively found 

insignificant in previous studies performed in other contexts e.g. (Miyazaki and Fernandez, 

2001). 

Unexpectedly, it was found that most factors categorized under “relative 

advantage” are placed under the average line (see fig.3.3). It shows that the advantages of 

using Internet as a shopping channel are not powerful enough to attract the customers in 

Iran. It is either due to the fact that customers are unaware of these advantages or because 

these advantages are not influential in Iran. 

For instance, it is known that Internet is 7*24 channel of shopping but in Iran 

virtual stores are not available 24 hours a day, 7 days of the week. This is caused by 

several problems: first, online sellers do not have high quality supply chain which can 

provide quick service to online shopping requests. This also causes the low product variety 

offered by online sellers which doesn’t allow the online stores to exploit the potentials of 

online shopping in Iran. Second, it is unofficially estimated that ISPs (Internet Service 

Providers) are not responsive 10% to 15% of times. It means customers are unable to reach 

the web stores during these times. Finally, the time between failures of the servers is short 

(the server service is interrupted) and the downtime of it is quite long. It means the sellers 

are unable to offer service during these times.
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Furthermore, the low speed of internet in Iran causes the hassle that challenges the 

influence of “usefulness” and “easy to use”. And the lack of variety of products reduces 

the “utility of Internet as distribution channel”.

Suggestively, unawareness of customers’ could be decreased through promoting 

these advantages by online sellers. Ineffectiveness of them could be controlled by 

improving the infrastructures of online shopping.

5.4.2 Examining the importance from different perspective

This study investigated the importance of the localized antecedent of online 

shopping from three different perspectives. We considered online customers, virtual store 

managers and academic experts who had the relevant background of research as the 

decision makers involved in online shopping context. They judged the importance of 

online shopping based on their preferences. 

This kind of approach assisted us, not only to achieve the preference of these 

decision makers inside their group, but also it gave us the ability to compare these different 

viewpoints and recognize the perceptual gaps between them. Ultimately, this kind of 

tackling the problem provided preferences about factors affecting online shopping. 

5.4.3 Three perspectives similarities and dissimilarity 

This study identified several perceptual gaps existing between online customers 

virtual store managers and academic expert involved in online shopping issue. From a 

practitioners’ perspective, the discovered gaps provide managers/designers an insight that 

they have to carefully reexamine customers’ desires and preferences when they develop or 

update their websites.

As illustrated in the table 5.1 (the same factors in three perspectives have the same 

color in table 5-1 )the order of importance determined by online customers, virtual store 

managers and academic experts in the first level is unlike and as going down in the 

hierarchy the preferences become more alike.

There is convergence and similarity in order of importance within second and third 

level of online shopping hierarchy with exception of Internet and product characteristics 
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branch in the second level. In spite of that, high dissimilarity and divergence among these 

three different perspectives of online customers, virtual store managers and academic 

experts, in the first level, in addition to the fact that the importance in the first level 

distribute to all hierarchy indicate these three groups involve in online shopping don’t 

understand each other very well.

If we remove “internet characteristics” in the first level which is source of diversity 

and difference in this level and regarding the fact that the importance in the first level 

multiplies to importance of below levels to achieve the global priority of each factor, it can 

be inferred that the online customers and academic experts point of views are more similar 

than online customers and virtual store managers.

In online customer belief the factors related to “internet characteristics” are the 

most important factors in online shopping, however, according to virtual store managers 

and academic experts the most significant subset is “product characteristics”.

“Website characteristics” subset is considered as least important by online 

customers and academic experts in the first level, however; virtual store managers ranked 

it as the second influential branch in the online shopping hierarchy. The reason might be 

that “website characteristics” are under control of virtual store managers and they have the 

experience of changing website characteristics and recognize the effect of these changes 

on online shopping behavior of customers. So they think of website characteristics as very 

important.

In “product characteristics” branch, online customers and virtual store managers 

estimated that “tangible vs. intangible” product is more important than “cost and 

frequency of use” of products, conversely; academic experts believe that product’s “cost 

and frequency of use” is more influential effect on online shopping in comparison to 

“tangible vs. intangible”. 
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Table 5-1 Three perspectives similarities and dissimilarities

Customers Managers Academic Experts

Level 1
Internet Characteristics   G=.343 Product Characteristics G=.387 Product Characteristics G=.342

Product Characteristics G=.280 Website Characteristics G=.281 Customer Characteristics G=.265

Customer Characteristics G=.201 Customer Characteristics G=.204 Internet Characteristics G=.238

Website Characteristics G=.176 Internet Characteristics G=.128 Website Characteristics G=.155

Level 2

Internet Characteristic Branch
Trust   G=.145 Relative Advantages G=.046 Trust   G=.113

Relative Advantages G=.091 Trust   G=.044 Service Quality G=.052

Risk    G=.060 Risk    G=.022 Risk   G=.045

Service Quality G=.047 Service Quality G=.016 Relative Advantages G=.028

Product characteristic branch
Tangible vs. Intangible G=.186 Tangible vs. Intangible G=.239 Cost and Frequently  G=.203

Cost and Frequently  G=.093 Cost and Frequently  G=.151 Tangible vs. Intangible G=.139

Customer Characteristics Branch

Computer/Internet usage 

and knowledge G=.150

Computer/Internet usage 

and Knowledge G=.126

Computer/Internet usage 

and knowledge 

G=.207

Demographic Variables G=.050 Demographic Variables G=.078 Demographic Variables G=.058

Website Characteristics Branch
Risk Reduction Measures G=.132 Risk Reduction Measures G=.223 Risk Reduction Measures G=.130

Website features G=.044 Website features G=.058 Website features  G=.025

Level 3

Trust Branch
Integrity G=.116 Integrity G=.044 Integrity G=.089

Familiarity G=.029 Familiarity G=.013 Familiarity G=.025

Relative Advantages Branch
Time saving G=.056 Time saving G=.046 Time saving G=.015

Convenience  G=.024 Convenience  G=.033 Convenience  G=.006

Lower Transaction Cost G=.011 Lower Transaction Cost G=.011 Lower Transaction Cost G=.006

G= Global importance
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Table 5-2 Three perspectives similarities and dissimilarities (Cont’d)

Nevertheless, the online customers, virtual store managers and academic experts 

evaluated trust as important; trust in customer’s perspective is quite more important than 

academic expert’s perspective and virtual store managers. Again online customers and 

academic experts’ viewpoints are more close to each other.

Customers Managers Academic Experts

Risk Branch
Fraudulent Behavior G=.040 Fraudulent Behavior G=.022 Fraudulent Behavior G=.031

Credit card risk G=.020 Credit card risk G=.019 Credit card risk G=.014

Service Quality Branch
Reliability G=.023 Reliability  G=.016 Reliability  G=.023

Customer Service G=.014 Customer Service G=.005 Customer Service G=.020

perceived quality of e-

vendors 

G=.007 perceived quality of e-

vendors 

G=.003 perceived quality of e-

vendors 

G=.006

Tangibility   G=.003 Tangibility  G=.003 Tangibility G=.003

Computer/Internet usage and knowledge Branch

Internet purchase experience G=.089 Internet purchase experience G=.126 Internet purchase experience G=.112

Level of Internet Usage G=.038 Level of Internet Usage G=.032 Level of Internet Usage G=.073

Training on Computer G=.024 Training on Computer  G=.024 Training on Computer  G=.021

Demographic Variables Branch
Education Level G=.031 Education Level G=.078 Education Level G=.032

Age  G=.013 Age  G=.058 Age G=.018

Gender  G=.006 Gender G=.031 Gender  G=.009

Risk Reduction Measures Branch
Provide Money Back 

Guarantee G=.083

Provide Money Back 

Guarantee G=.223

Provide Money Back 

Guarantee G=.074

Offering well-known Brand G=.032 Offering well-known Brand G=.081 Offering well-known Brand G=.028

Selling at reduced price G=.018 Selling at reduced price G=.049 Selling at reduced price G=.028

Website features Branch
Information Content G=.037 Information Content G=.058 Information Content G=.019

Website Design  G=.007 Website Design  G=.011 Website Design  G=.006

G= Global importance
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Likewise, the “risk” perceives by online customer is more than perceived risk of 

virtual store managers and academic experts. Once more the estimated importance of risk 

by academic experts and customers are more similar.

“Integrity” which refers to honesty of the online stores and “fraudulent behavior” 

which refers to purposeful misrepresentation or non-delivery of goods, similarly; estimated 

more influential by online customers than academic experts and managers. Over again, the 

customer’s opinion and academic expert’s opinion are more alike. 

In general, the factors related to trust (e.g. “integrity” and “familiarity”) and risk 

(e.g. “fraudulent behavior” and “credit card risk”) are estimated as more influential by 

customers than managers and academic experts.

The Iranian customers’ reluctance to purchase online and the low profit of virtual 

store might be justifiable by the perceptual gaps that existed between these three group 

preferences. 

5.4.4 Preference aggregation of three groups of decision makers

To obtain  aggregated preferences showing the importance of online shopping 

antecedents and not losing the identity of three groups of decision makers as their 

preferences was essential, two level of aggregation utilized based on techniques of group 

analytical hierarchy process. The first step of aggregation was performed inside each 

group of decision makers (online customers, virtual store managers and academic experts) 

applying aggregating individual judgments (AIJ) using geometric mean of them. After 

analyzing the result of this stage of aggregation, the relative and absolute importance (local 

and global rating) of each node in three online shopping hierarchies of online customers, 

virtual store managers and academic experts were aggregated using the arithmetic mean of 

local and global ratings.

Achieving the aggregated relative and absolute importance of nodes in the online 

shopping hierarchy allowed us to discuss the importance and preference of each node 

within a branch with its siblings using the local rating, as well as; to the importance and 

preference of nodes within its level. Finally, the global rating of the nodes assisted us to 

prioritize the leaf nodes; extracted factors in identifying phase; which was the aim of this 

study. 
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The result of aggregated prioritization shows that the most important factors; cost 

and frequency and tangible vs. intangible; are related to characteristics of products. It can 

be inferred that product type determines the success of selling online; as a result, the 

managers should be so cautious in choosing the products that want to offer it online.

The next important factor is “providing money back guarantee” which is risk 

reliever and related to website characteristics. It shows that online customer perceive a risk 

of losing money in this way of purchasing and provide guarantee to return their money 

could reduce this risk.

The next significant factor affecting customer to shop online is “Internet purchase 

experience”. the results show that the customers who had an experience of online shopping 

are more likely to accept Internet as a shopping channel, as confirmed by past researches 

e.g. (Foucault and Scheufele 2002; Gefen 2002). So, Iranian online store can be hopeful 

that by increasing their customers, they can be beneficiary of repetitive shopping.

The next important antecedent in aggregated prioritization of online shopping 

factor is “integrity” of Internet as a sale channel which shows the extent that websites are 

honest and keep their promises. Generally, integrity refers to the extent that websites 

adhere to the accepted rules of conduct (Gefen, 2002). It can be inferred that the online 

customers in Iran concern is the level of honesty of virtual stores, understanding this fact; 

managers should try to attract online customers trust by adhering to the rule of conduct. 

The child nodes of service quality:”perceived quality of e-vendors”, “tangibility” 

and “customer service “are among the least important factors. One possible reason is that 

online customers of Iran have experienced poor web service and they may not be familiar 

with newly implemented service quality features (e.g., online complaint management 

systems). However, this does not mean service quality is less important. Instead, e-

business companies might use high service quality as a strategic tool for business 

differentiation from other competitors (Lee and Kozar, 2006). 

5.5 Limitations

This study, like all others, is not without its limitations. It is important to note that, 

since, the business experts were unable to evaluate their customers’ orientations, 

psychological variables and innovativeness due to weak understating of their customers’ 
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behavior these subsets remained unexamined in the identifying the antecedent of online 

shopping stage.

This study was conducted with relatively small samples. This may have caused a 

sample selection bias problem.

The other limitation of study is that in online shopping hierarchy, “product 

characteristics” has no representative in the last level. This has caused “product 

characteristics” to have a high ranking position in aggregated prioritization of leaf nodes.

5.6 Future research

In aggregated prioritization product characteristic evaluated as the most significant 

branch. But this branch has just two child nodes “cost and frequency” and “”tangible vs. 

intangible” in second level of online shopping hierarchy and no representative in the third 

level. As a result, these two nodes prioritized as the most important factors in leaf nodes 

ranking. However, they can’t justify the whole importance of their parent node. Future 

research should focus on finding the factors related to product characteristics and discover 

antecedents of online shopping that can fully explain the high importance of this branch. It 

is worth to note that, if other factors existed in product characteristic branch, the 

importance would have been distributed among them and the position “cost and 

frequency” and ”tangible vs. intangible” would be decreased in the leaf node prioritization.

Another research might be involved in comparative study through clustering the 

online customer preferences and compare them with managers preferences to find the 

unsatisfied niches of online shopping market.
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